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Abstract 

The practice of arithmetic word problems serves to generalize mathematical concepts into real-

world settings, but the word problem performances of both children and adults are far from 

satisfactory. Despite the extensive research on behavioral and cognitive components of 

arithmetic word problem solving, the underlying neural mechanisms are poorly understood. 

This current thesis aims to tackle the issue by investigating brain responses towards word 

problem solving using fMRI. In Study 1, we compared arithmetic word problems and 

nonarithmetic narrative problems with no numerical manipulation so that we should be allowed 

to study the specific role of numerical processing embedded within a narrative structure. 

Results showed that the processing of word problems should be distinct from text 

comprehension, as the former involved more in the frontal-insular-parietal areas whereas the 

latter was more strongly engaged in the canonical language system. In Study 2, to investigate 

how linguistic factors modulate numerical processing during word problem solving, we 

examined solutions of compare word problems, and each problem includes a relational term 

comparing the values of two parameters (e.g. dumpling costs 2 dollars more than wonton). 

Results revealed a consistency by operation interaction in the fronto-insular-parietal network. 

Specifically, mathematical models requiring subtraction engaged stronger activations than 

addition during consistent problem solving (in which the relational term was consistent with 

the required arithmetic operation, e.g., “more than” - addition), whereas the neural activation 
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pattern of the operation effect for inconsistent problems was opposite to that for consistent 

problems. These findings further indicated that relations between the linguistic and numerical 

factors were interactive in word problems. In Study 3, we conducted the experiment of Study 

2 on children from Grade 3 to Grade 6 to investigate developmental changes in word problem 

solving. Results suggested greater involvement of the network of inhibitory control in children 

for inconsistent than consistent problems. Furthermore, the interaction between consistency 

and operation was observed only in adults but not children, emphasizing that the interaction 

observed between linguistic and numerical factors could be a learned effect. To sum up, the 

current thesis examines the underlying brain mechanisms of word problem solving. We 

demonstrate that word problem solving is more dependent on the cognitive control system than 

semantic processing, probably due to the need for deriving mathematical problem models from 

the text. Also, we stress the important roles of interactive effects between different factors in 

word problems rather than separate components alone, as numerical processing is possibly 

altered by the problem description. More importantly, we have demonstrated age-group 

differences in these effects, revealing critical developmental changes in word problem solving. 

By uncovering brain mechanisms of this school curriculum practice, we potentially provide 

foundations for deficit remediation and pedagogical improvement. 

Keywords: word problems, fMRI, mathematical cognition, text comprehension, 

mathematical learning, cognitive control, fronto-parietal network, consistency effect 
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Chapter 1 Background and Introduction 

Word problems, sometimes known as story problems, are commonly used as both 

teaching and assessing tools in mathematics education. According to OECD (2014), nearly half 

of the 15-year-old participants report that they encounter word problems frequently during 

mathematics classes. Rather than using merely mathematical notations (e.g., 5 − 2 =?), word 

problems are presented as short narratives or stories (e.g., Tom had 5 pencils and gave 2 pencils 

to Jerry. How many pencils does Tom have now?) so that they may assist students in linking 

the mathematical knowledge and concepts taught at school to problems students may encounter 

in the real-world contexts (National Mathematics Advisory Panel, 2008). In fact, word problem 

proficiency is fundamental to the later algebraic knowledge (Fuchs et al., 2012), and some 

previous studies even suggest that performance in word problems can be a stronger indicator 

of the success in pre-algebraic reasoning when compared with arithmetic operation (Fuchs et 

al., 2014; Powell & Fuchs, 2014; Powell et al., 2015). Understanding word problems is, 

therefore, critical for learning mathematics. 

Despite the ubiquity and importance, mathematical word problems are always 

considered to be one of the most challenging problem types in mathematics education, with a 

great number of studies demonstrating poor performances of students during word problem 

solving (Daroczy, Wolska, Meurers, & Nuerk, 2015). For instance, students worldwide have 

much difficulty in solving the simplest whole-number word problems (Bernardo, 1999; Perla 
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Nesher & Teubal, 1975; Vicente, Orrantia, & Verschaffel, 2007). Some struggle with 

arithmetic word problems even when their skills are adequate for the corresponding 

mathematical notations (Cummins, Kintsch, Reusser, & Weimer, 1988; Swanson, Jerman, & 

Zheng, 2008). In addition, algebra teachers indicate that the knowledge of word problems is 

one of the three areas, other than knowledge of rational numbers and study habits, that is the 

most poorly prepared before algebra classes (National Mathematics Advisory Panel, 2008). 

The mastery of word problems is lagging behind other domains, for example, arithmetic 

calculations, and such incompetence in word problems may persist beyond childhood into 

young adulthood (Hegarty, Mayer, & Green, 1992). Although word problems are sometimes 

considered simply as mathematical exercises in science education, these findings suggest that 

mathematical alacrity alone seems not to be sufficient for successful word problem solving, 

leading to doubt on the role of arithmetic in word problems. Consequently, it will be of great 

interest to investigate what components, besides numerical factors, are exactly contributing to 

the difficulty of mathematical word problems, as well as how these factors alter the processing 

of word problem solving and cause individual differences. 

In the current thesis, we uncover the underlying mechanisms of arithmetic word 

problem solving. First, we intend to investigate whether or not word problem solving is a 

special form of text comprehension. More specifically, we compare differences between the 

processing of plain text and that of numerical information within narratives using fMRI. 
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Through this approach, we demonstrate the neural and cognitive components being critical for 

arithmetic word problem solving, and provide connections between these components and 

individual differences. Second, we seek whether and how linguistic factors of word problems 

may alter the numerical processing. By investigating potential interactive effects between these 

factors, we may further demonstrate how exactly these factors contribute to the difficulty of 

word problems. Moreover, we aim to explore if there are developmental changes in word 

problem solutions. Through a comparison between children and competent adults, we show 

whether and how the effects of these factors may vary with age or consistently exist. We aim 

not only to provide a better understanding of arithmetic word problems, but to further provide 

insights into the enhancement of instructional designs in mathematics education. 

To tackle the issues mentioned above, we will start by introducing the cognitive 

components of word problems based on the model proposed by Daroczy et al. (2015). We will 

first review the literature of numerical factors contributing to word problem solving (<1.1.1 

Numerical factors>), as arithmetic word problem solving is a common practice in mathematical 

education which requires the establishment of mathematical problem models and quantity 

operations. Also, we will introduce the linguistic factors which are critical for successful word 

problem solving with an emphasis on the semantic components (<1.1.2 Linguistic factors>), 

since a large proportion of the population do have difficulty in understanding texts described 

in word problems. Furthermore, we will review the domain-general cognitive components of 
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arithmetic word problem solving, as these domain-general factors are necessary for both 

comprehension and arithmetic computation (<1.1.3 Domain-general cognitive factors>). Next, 

we will introduce the brain correlates of arithmetic word problem solving. We first present the 

previous findings on brain regions that are involved in mental arithmetic, followed by a 

summary of the few fMRI studies regarding mathematical word problem solving (<1.2 Neural 

Correlates of Arithmetic Word Problems>). To fill the gap in the current studies of word 

problems, we carry out an fMRI study to compare arithmetic word problem solving and 

nonarithmetic text comprehension (<Chapter 2 Brain Correlates of Arithmetic vs 

Nonarithmetic Word Problems>). Then, we conduct another study to examine how numerical 

and linguistic factors, as well as their interactions, modulate brain responses of adults towards 

arithmetic word problems (<Chapter 3 Neural Correlates of Adults’ Compare Word Problem 

Solving>). Moreover, we have the same experiment conducted with children and further 

compare them with the adult participants to investigate developmental changes in word 

problem solving (<Chapter 4 Age-Related Differences in Neural Correlates of Word Problem 

Solving>). Finally, we end the thesis with a brief summary and implications of the findings 

(<Chapter 5 Summary and Implication>). 

1.1 Cognitive Components of Arithmetic Word Problems 

We start by introducing the cognitive components of word problem solving. Daroczy 

et al. (2015) have recently proposed a theoretical model regarding word problem solving 
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(Figure 1-1). Briefly, deriving appropriate solutions for arithmetic word problems is a complex 

process comprising (1) a comprehension phase for understanding text described in the 

situations of word problems, and (2) a model execution phase in which problem solvers need 

to generate mathematical models according to the narratives and solve the model through 

arithmetic calculation. Therefore, previous studies tended to investigate the numerical and 

linguistic constructs, respectively, to identify key contributors to word problem difficulty. 

Nonetheless, Daroczy et al. (2015) include the interaction between these two constructs in the 

model as they should not be independent of each other. Moreover, the domain-general 

cognitive attributes, especially cognitive control, are highlighted as a mediator of the relation 

between the three constructs mentioned (i.e., the linguistic construct, the numerical construct, 

and the interaction between linguistic and numerical attributes) and word problem 

performances. In this section, we will introduce both of the linguistic and numerical constructs 

examined in previous literature, as well as domain-general factors supporting the processing of 

word problems based on the model of Daroczy et al. (2015). 
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Figure 1-1. Theoretical model of word problems, adapted from Daroczy et al. (2015). 

1.1.1 Numerical factors 

We first introduce the numerical factors of arithmetic word problems. As a 

mathematical practice, arithmetic word problems should be largely dependent on numerical 

components, and mathematical competence is, therefore, strongly associated with word 

problem performances. In a study of Mädamürk, Kikas, and Palu (2018), there were 818 

middle-school students invited to complete a general mathematics test assessing a variety of 

mathematics skills of eighth graders, as well as assessments on the Grade-9 calculation and 

Grade-9 word problem solving. The authors not only showed a significant correlation between 

word problem solving and the calculation skills in Grade 9, but also revealed that the Grade-8 

mathematics assessment was predictive of the word problem solving skills after controlling for 

text comprehension and reasoning skills of the eighth grade. The findings suggest that previous 

mathematics skills may even be able to predict the future performances of word problems. 
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Other studies have also devoted to investigation of cognitive components related to word 

problem solving, and demonstrated remarkable connection between basic arithmetic skills and 

word problem solving after taking some other cognitive components, such as working memory 

and reading skills, into account (Fuchs, Fuchs, Compton, Hamlett, & Wang, 2015; Fung & 

Swanson, 2017). These studies have provided convergent evidence for the essential role 

mathematics ability plays in word problem solving.  

The relation between mathematics and word problems can be, at least partly, attributed 

to the need for constructing mathematical problem models in accordance with the problem 

presentation, as well as the need for computations eventually during the solution of arithmetic 

word problems (Mayer, 1985). In other words, the text of arithmetic word problems and the 

relation between quantity sets are transformed into a numerical formula to form a mathematical 

model, and the answer is derived from appropriate arithmetic calculations based on the model. 

As a consequence, number processing and representation, as well as sufficient skills for 

arithmetic operations, are critical for word problem solving. However, systematic investigation 

of numerical factors in the contexts of word problem solving is relatively insufficient despite 

their central role. As mentioned by Daroczy et al. (2015), previous studies of arithmetic word 

problems are conducting “in a parallel research universe” when compared with those on the 

arithmetic calculation, and the regular numerical models may not be applicable to the existing 

word problem studies. One of the problems is the difference in scoring variables between word 
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problem studies and regular studies of numerical cognition. While most of the regular studies 

of arithmetic tend to examine performances in terms of task accuracy and reaction times, some 

word problem studies pay particular attention to operation errors but not computational errors, 

probably because of the researchers seeking for evidence of text described in the word 

problems being misinterpreted (Orrantia & Múñez, 2013; Prabhakaran, Rypma, & Gabrieli, 

2001). Moreover, direct application of standard models from regular numerical cognition 

studies tends to omit potential interactions between numerical and linguistic factors. 

Nonetheless, some numerical components deserve to be noted, and these components will be 

discussed in the following paragraphs regarding their impacts on arithmetic word problems. 

1.1.1.1 Number properties 

The property of numbers is a critical modulator of both numerical processing and word 

problem solving, and yet the effects of number property are not comprehensively studied in 

mathematical word problems. According to an eye-tracking study by De Corte, Verschaffel, 

and Pauwels (1990), word problem solvers on average spent 30% of the time reading numbers, 

and thus understanding how numbers are represented and processed may provide great insight 

into the difficulty of word problems. Studies on word problems use different types of numbers, 

including natural numbers (Lean, Clements, & Del Campo, 1990; Pearla Nesher, 1976) and 

fractions (Raduan, 2010), and numbers with different numbers of digits, for example, Lean et 

al. (1990) used only single-digit numbers, and Pearla Nesher (1976) used a mix of single- and 
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two-digit numbers. These basic properties of numbers, however, are either rarely examined in 

a systematic manner or not even reported (Daroczy et al., 2015). For example, Haghverdi, 

Semnani, and Seifi (2012) analyzed the errors made by students during word problem solving. 

They used different word problems containing a variety of numbers, including subtraction 

problems with single-digit numbers, multiplication problems with fraction or decimal numbers, 

as well as operations with multi-digit numbers, but only the differences in computation errors 

with whole numbers and with fraction were reported. Although number properties and their 

effects are intensively examined in standard numerical cognition studies, understanding of 

these properties are scarce in word problem solving. 

Few researchers have attempted to study the properties of numbers in the contexts of 

word problems, and we will provide some examples regarding how properties of numbers may 

play a role in word problem solving. The problem size of a word problem largely influences 

numerical and overall problem complexity. For example, Orrantia, Rodríguez, and Vicente 

(2010) aimed to investigate the automatic processing of arithmetic word problems. The authors 

examined the priming effect of word problems on number processing with different problem 

sizes. The addition problems were categorized into two groups based on sizes of the problem 

solutions: one group with sums of 10 or less (i.e., small problem size), and another with sums 

of 12 or more (i.e., large problem size). As hypothesized by the authors, the results showed that 

significant facilitation was observed during the congruent trials with both small- and large-size 
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problems, although the small problems show greater facilitation than the large problems. On 

the other hand, inhibition during the incongruent trials was observed only with small problems 

but not large problems. Their findings have strongly suggested that numbers are processed 

differently in small and large word problems, and such difference may further alter solution 

strategies of word problems.  

Besides, the role and the type of numbers can result in a great impact on word problem 

complexity, thereby influencing performances of word problems. De Corte, Verschaffel, and 

Van Coillie (1988) examined the impact of number properties on multiplication word problems 

by manipulating the number type (integer or decimal numbers) and the problem size of decimal 

numbers (either smaller or larger than 1). Also, the authors investigated these two factors on 

both multipliers and multiplicands. Importantly, the authors reveal that problem difficulty is 

the highest with decimal multipliers smaller than one, and the easiest with integer multipliers, 

whereas the multiplicands have negligible impacts on the problem difficulty. These results 

imply that not only the problem sizes but also the types and roles of numbers in arithmetic 

word problems are influential to the solution processes. It is likely that different properties of 

numbers not only lead to varying representations of numbers but also varying solution 

approaches for word problem solving. Collectively, these results have pointed to an important 

role of number properties in modulating the processing of word problems.  

Again, properties of numbers play an essential role in numerical cognition, and we 
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suggest that number properties should be studied as an independent factor particularly in word 

problems. The effects of number properties on word problems, including the examples 

mentioned above, appear to replicate those effects in numerical formats, and one may argue 

that those standard numerical effects should be applied directly to word problems. Nevertheless, 

they are likely altered within the contexts of word problem solving. For instance, Koedinger 

and Nathan (2004) examined three different factors in word problems: the representation (word 

problems, word-equation, and equation), the unknown position (start-unknown and result-

unknown), as well as the type of number (natural and decimal numbers). Similarly, they 

demonstrated main effects of number type and unknown position that word problem difficulty 

is dependent on numerical properties. Moreover, a remarkable interaction is also observed 

between problem representation and types of numbers. In other words, the strengths of those 

numerical effects appear to be varied between word problems and other types of numerical 

problems, and therefore number property tends to play a unique role in word problems. In brief, 

although number properties are relatively less concerned with word problem studies, they are 

likely to play an important role in word problems, and also a role distinct from that in other 

numerical problems. 

1.1.1.2 Operation required 

In addition, the operation type has a great impact on performances in arithmetic word 

problems, thus deserves our attention. As mentioned, a mathematical model of a word problem 
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has to be constructed during the solution process, and appropriate operations should be 

determined and performed in order to solve a word problem correctly (Mayer, 1985). As a 

consequence, the type of operations is necessary for successful word problem solving. 

Furthermore, the processing of arithmetic operations appears to be challenging for word 

problem solvers. Some errors of word problems are made more likely due to misunderstanding 

of the problems, thereby having the operations wrongly determined (Pape, 2003), and some 

others are made mainly because of computational mistakes (Kingsdorf & Krawec, 2014). 

According to Raduan (2010)’s error analysis on mathematical word problem solving of primary 

school students, nearly 40% of the mistakes were made during the processes of operation 

determination and computation. The high rate of errors due to the operation selection and 

arithmetic processes suggests that the solvers are possibly not having sufficient knowledge of 

the arithmetic operations in word problems. In other words, both lacks of understanding of the 

operations required and poor execution of these operations appear to contribute greatly to word 

problem difficulty. 

Similarly, varying arithmetic operations are commonly used in word problems, but 

thorough examination of operations in word problems is rare. Addition and subtraction 

problems are frequently used for arithmetic word problem experiments (De Corte & 

Verschaffel, 1987; Lean et al., 1990; Orrantia & Múñez, 2013; Schumacher & Fuchs, 2012). 

Some others use multiplication problems or mixed-operation word problems (De Corte et al., 
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1988; Haghverdi et al., 2012; Pearla Nesher, 1976). Nonetheless, differences between 

operations are seldom examined. For instance, Haghverdi et al. (2012) studied the types of 

errors students made during different types of mathematical word problems. Although different 

operations were required, the authors only reported the numbers of wrongly used operations 

and computational errors without further details. As mentioned earlier in De Corte et al. (1988), 

the roles of number in multiplication may contribute differently to word problem difficulty, 

providing clues about the varying difficulties even in the same operation. In fact, in their 

experiments, the authors also used addition and subtraction word problems, but differences in 

roles of numbers between operations are not discussed. The lack of systematic investigation on 

the role of arithmetic operations largely restricts our understanding of the numerical factors of 

word problems. 

Different operations may result in a differed likelihood of solution strategies being 

selected, thereby leading to varying levels of word problem difficulty. For example, it is well 

accepted in typical numerical cognition studies that skilled individuals are more likely to solve 

simple arithmetic through fact retrieval (Ashcraft, 1982, 1995). Moreover, Orrantia et al. (2010) 

have extended previous findings by demonstrating that automaticity of fact retrieval is not 

limited to simple arithmetic addition; it also occurs after the presentation of one-digit addition 

word problems. However, it is not always the case. As suggested by Campbell and Timm 

(2000), increased uses of procedural approaches instead of retrieval methods for simple 
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arithmetic operations were observed when participants were required to solve multiplication 

problems before simple addition questions. Since a great number of word problem experiments 

use mixed-operation problems (De Corte et al., 1988; Haghverdi et al., 2012; Pearla Nesher, 

1976), their implications are likely limited because of interactions between different operations 

not discussed. Some other factors, including number magnitudes, are also influential in choices 

of operational and strategic use. For example, an arithmetic word problem “How many marbles 

does John have more than Tom and Paul altogether?” can be resolved through a relatively 

direct transformation, 𝐽𝐽 − (𝑇𝑇 + 𝑃𝑃), when the numbers are small, but participants tend to use 

sequential subtractions, (𝐽𝐽 − 𝑇𝑇) − 𝑃𝑃, for 3-digit numbers (Thevenot & Oakhill, 2005). These 

results suggest that the numerical complexity of word problems may have a great impact on 

the use of operations and strategies, thereby resulting in varying performances in word problem 

solving. In our view, comprehensive investigation on operations, which are not always 

considered as essential as those in regular numerical studies, are critical for expanding 

knowledge in word problem solving. 

1.1.1.3 Presence of irrelevant information and multiple-step problems 

Another domain that has received relatively more attention is the additional information 

and its relevance in arithmetic word problems. To successfully solve an arithmetic word 

problem, problem solvers have to decide which pieces of information are required and which 

should be ignored. It is not surprising that irrelevant information and additional steps of 
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processing may lead to poorer performances of arithmetic word problems (Muth, 1992; Wang, 

Fuchs, & Fuchs, 2016). In particular, Muth (1992) created four versions of word problems 

according to the presence of irrelevant information as well as the need for an extra step before 

solution, and problems with both extraneous information and extra step are most challenging 

for participants. Also, the effect of an extra step may be more influential than that of irrelevant 

information, since word problems with an extra step but not irrelevant information appear to 

be the second hardest among the four types of word problems. This is possibly due to increased 

cognitive load that extra-step word problems require a higher demand for working memory for 

problem solution (Ashcraft, 1995), whereas irrelevant information can possibly be neglected 

once identified. Wang et al. (2016) complemented the findings by estimating correlations 

between word problems with or with irrelevant information, and cognitive components which 

are important for word problem solving. Interestingly, nonverbal reasoning is found to be 

predictive of performances in word problems with irrelevant information but not problems that 

irrelevant information is absent. These findings imply that increased demands of nonverbal 

reasoning are needed for extraneous or additional information provided. However, it should be 

noted that linguistic complexity is also increased with greater numbers of words and ideas to 

be expressed when additional numerical information is provided. By increasing numerical 

difficulty as well as overall problem complexity, effects of additional numerical information 

are, therefore, crucial for studies on arithmetic word problems. 
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1.1.1.4 Presentation of numbers and other factors 

Furthermore, how numbers are presented, or the sequence of numbers, is sometimes 

not negligible. Although less concerned, the presentation of the numerals also alters the 

processing of arithmetic word problems. For example, addition formulae (e.g., 4 + 2 = 6) can 

be processed differently when the order of numbers changes (e.g., 2 + 4 = 6) (Kaput, 1979), 

and similar effects may be observed in word problems. It is reasonable that counting up from 

4 to 6 is relatively easier than that from 2 to 6, since fewer steps are required before obtaining 

the solution. As earlier described in Koedinger and Nathan (2004), the position of given 

numbers in word problems also affects the problem difficulty. The authors have shown that in 

both word problems and equations, participants are able to answer problems more accurately 

when given numbers are presented first. One of the explanations to such an advantage is that 

participants can process the numerical information given initially after understanding relations 

between quantity sets, rather than maintain the linguistic information and relations between 

quantity sets until the end of the problem. Regardlessly, the order of numbers presented in a 

word problem has a great impact on the processing of word problem. 

Other numerical factors contributing to word problem complexity may include the carry 

effect during addition word problems (or the borrow effect during subtraction). It has been 

extensively studied that addition problems with a carry operation (e.g., 19 + 14, the decade 

value 1 from the unit sum 13 needs to be carried over to the decade sum) are responded more 
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slowly and error-prone when compared with problems without a carry operation for even adult 

participants (Deschuyteneer, De Rammelaere, & Fias, 2005; Nuerk, Moeller, & Willoughby, 

2015). The carry effect increases numerical complexity as well as the overall problem difficulty 

by increasing the working memory loading, and the high workload may further facilitate the 

use of alternative mathematical strategies. 

In summary, numerical components of arithmetic word problem solving are critical and 

require thorough investigation. Moreover, previous results have revealed that the number 

properties and the arithmetic operations tend to be particularly influential to the word problem 

solving processes. As a consequence, in this thesis, we manipulate problem size and arithmetic 

operation to examine the essential roles and the relations of these numerical factors in 

arithmetic word problems. 

1.1.2 Linguistic factors 

Next, we will discuss the linguistic factors of arithmetic word problems in this section. 

Although word problem solving is a mathematical practice, many researchers consider the 

linguistic construct to be a more salient contributor than numerical factors of the word problem 

difficulty. Before arithmetic computation, word problem solvers first need to create an abstract 

representation for what the text is initially after reading the problem (i.e., establishing the 

propositional text-base model). Following the text-base propositional model, they need to 

represent the situation referred by the text, or simply, what the text is about (i.e., developing 
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the situation model) (Fuchs et al., 2015; Kintsch & Greeno, 1985). Only when all these steps 

are performed appropriately that word problem solvers are possible to create a mathematical 

model and obtain the solution correctly. In other words, the comprehension phase of word 

problem solving where word problems are understood is prior to the execution phase in which 

the mathematical models are resolved. 

In fact, a great number of studies have devoted to investigating the relationship between 

text comprehension and word problem solving. Haghverdi (2012) interviewed 52 middle-

school mathematics teachers regarding students’ difficulty with word problems. Surprisingly, 

more than half of the responses suggested that representing and understanding word problems 

appear to be the most difficult part students would encounter during word problem solving. 

This finding is in line with a study of Raduan (2010) who recruited 374 school-age children, 

and analyzed their errors made during fraction word problem solving. More than half of the 

errors were made due to failure during comprehension, and the lack of understanding of word 

problems makes the correct identification of operation required impossible. Moreover, students 

may struggle with arithmetic word problems long after the acquisition of arithmetic skills. This 

is evidenced by Cummins et al. (1988) that two sets of problems were given to 38 first graders. 

While the proportion of correct solution for numeric problems was 85% on average, the 

proportion dropped by nearly 30% for corresponding word problems. Numerical components 

alone seem not to be sufficient to explain the difficulty of word problems. Furthermore, a great 
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number of studies have indicated the significant connection between text comprehension and 

word problem performances even after controlling for problem types, working memory, 

knowledge of processing operations, as well as computation (Björn, Aunola, & Nurmi, 2016; 

Boonen, de Koning, Jolles, & van der Schoot, 2016; Fuchs et al., 2015; Goodrich & Namkung, 

2019; Swanson, Cooney, & Brock, 1993; Vilenius-Tuohimaa, Aunola, & Nurmi, 2008). 

Particularly, Fuchs et al. (2015) have assessed the performances of second graders in tasks 

including general language comprehension, word problems, and arithmetic. Their path analysis 

has revealed a direct effect of language comprehension to word problem solving as strong as 

that of arithmetic. As a result, it is accepted that one of the most primary components of 

arithmetic word problem solving should be attributed to linguistic factors. In the following, the 

two categories of linguistic factors, the semantic factors and the structural factors, will be 

briefly summarized. 

1.1.2.1 Semantic factors 

Among the linguistic components, the semantic structure is widely studied and believed 

to be the most critical one influencing arithmetic word problem solving. According to Riley, 

Greeno, and Heller (1983), one-step addition and subtraction word problems can be divided 

into three categories based on the semantic structures: change problems (e.g., Tom had 5 

pencils and gave 2 to Jerry. How many pencils does Tom have now?), combine problems (e.g., 

“There are 2 girls and 5 boys in the class. How many children in total are in the class?”), and 
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compare problems (e.g., “Jenny has 3 marbles. Mary has 2 more marbles than Jenny. How 

many marbles does Jenny have?”). It should be noted that the three categories of problems are 

not equally difficult even when they involve identical arithmetic operations. Among them, 

compare problems appear to be the most challenging type of word problems, and this is 

supported by a study of Riley and Greeno (1988). They analyzed the performances of 

elementary school children in arithmetic word problems which were categorized into three 

semantic groups as described above. The results indicated that the proportion of correct 

solutions for compare word problems (53%) was significantly worse than that for other 

problems (83%) in second graders (Riley & Greeno, 1988). Moreover, such a difference was 

even larger for first graders although the mathematical problem models were exactly the same 

for all three categories of problems (24% and 63% for compare problems and other problems, 

respectively). The authors suggest that poor performances in compare word problems may 

indicate the lack of understanding expressions such as “How many more XX than YY?” and 

“less XX than YY”. Their results are corroborated by previous studies that have attempted to 

increase understanding of the solvers by re-wording the questions of compare word problems. 

Compare problems such as “There are 5 birds and 3 worms. How many more birds than worms 

are there?” are extremely challenging for children, but most children at the same level can 

provide accurate answers to problems with re-worded questions such as “How many birds 

won’t get a worm?” (De Corte & Verschaffel, 1987; Hudson, 1983). These findings have 
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pointed to the fact that even when participants have sufficient skills for numerical problems, 

their familiarity with the verbal expressions determines their performance in word problems. 

In other words, semantics is highly related to word problem comprehension, and thus 

understanding the role of the semantic structure is fundamental for word problem solving. 

Moreover, a few studies of the consistency hypothesis have indicated the relation 

between semantic and numerical factors is possibly interactive. As suggested, direct translation 

approaches are often applied when explicit verbal cues are available (Hegarty, Mayer, & Monk, 

1995). Problem solvers tend to associate the relational term “more” with addition, and “less” 

with subtraction. However, during the solving of inconsistent word problems (e.g., “Mary has 

5 apples. Mary has 2 apples more than Claire. How many apples does Claire have?”), the 

relational terms are in opposite direction to the operations to be performed (in the example 

above, subtraction is needed for deriving the correct answer, although the relational term is 

“more”), leading to higher rates of error during inconsistent problem solving. Moreover, the 

error rate of the inconsistent addition problems was nearly doubled as that of the inconsistent 

subtraction problems (Lewis & Mayer, 1987). The difficulty in selecting correct operations can 

be caused by the interaction between the operation type and the problem complexity. Lewis 

and Mayer (1987) suggest that markedness of the relational terms such as “less” for 

inconsistent addition (or consistent subtraction) may lead to higher rate of reverse errors, 

whereas Pape (2003) proposes that mathematical-linguistic complexity of the relational terms 
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embedded in inconsistent division word problems (i.e., 1/𝑛𝑛 as many) leads to inconsistent 

division but not multiplication being more error-prone. These findings have provided insights 

into the alteration of numerical processing by semantic factors. Nonetheless, the underlying 

mechanisms of the consistency hypothesis are yet to be clear, not to mention research of 

relations between linguistic and other numerical factors. 

Another semantic factor that is directly associated with the processing of word 

problems is the presence of explicit verbal cues. The explicit verbal cues may provide aids to 

determine the operations required. As reviewed by Daroczy et al. (2015), there are different 

types of verbal cues: some conjunctions like “and” may imply addition; some adverbs such as 

“less than” tend to be associated with subtraction; some distributives determiners, including 

“each” and “every”, imply multiplication. Moreover, explicit verbal cues are not limited to 

words or phrases. Cummins (1991) investigates how interpretations of arithmetic word 

problems may alter word problem difficulty. The first graders are not performing word 

problems such as “There are 5 marbles. 2 of them belong to Mary. How many belong to John?” 

accurately, but the author indicates that adding a cueing sentence (e.g., “The rest belong to 

John” in the case above) dramatically increases the performances of children (from 30% to 

85%). The explicit cues may potentially provide a mapping between the text of word problems 

and conceptual knowledge to develop an appropriate solution strategy, therefore improving the 

solution of word problems. However, explicit cues are not always beneficial. For example, 
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through the direct translation approach, “more than” and “less than” are connected to addition 

and subtraction, respectively. However, such a connection hinders correct solutions for 

inconsistent problems in which the relational terms and the operations to be performed are in 

opposite direction (Boonen et al., 2016; Hegarty et al., 1995). Whilst explicit verbal cues can 

either facilitate or interfere word problem solving, whether explicit verbal cues are present or 

absent indeed results in differed processing of arithmetic word problems. 

Semantic relation between objects also provide clues about the identification of 

operation type, thus being important as one of the linguistic factors contributing to word 

problem difficulty. For example, addition problems usually involve objects which are 

categorically related, whereas division operations are more often conducted with objects which 

are functionally connected. Bassok, Chase, and Martin (1998) described these connections as 

relational alignments, and provided evidence to support such relations. In their study, 80 

undergraduate students were recruited to solve arithmetic word problems that involved either 

symmetric object sets (objects from the same-level taxonomic category) or asymmetric sets 

(functionally related objects). Their results indicated that participants performed better in 

addition problems when the object sets are symmetric (e.g., peaches–plums, crayons–markers). 

On the other hand, division problems were completed better with asymmetric object sets (e.g., 

peaches–basket, crayons–boxes) rather than the symmetric ones. The authors suggest that word 

problem solving is facilitated when the semantic relations and the mathematical models are 
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matched. As a result, semantic relations of objects may shape how we represent the 

mathematical models of arithmetic word problems. 

Other factors may include the presence of irrelevant information or distractors. This is 

mentioned earlier that word problems with distractors embedded increase word cognitive load 

and are more dependent on reasoning skills, thereby leading to poorer performances (Bassok 

et al., 1998; Muth, 1992; Wang et al., 2016). Broadly, semantic factors not only determine our 

understanding of text described in word problems, but also direct our representations and 

solution strategies. These findings even lead to the semantic factors being more valued than 

the syntactic structural factors (Daroczy et al., 2015; Yearp & Kaur, 2001). As a consequence, 

either by affecting comprehension or mathematical modeling, semantics has captured the 

spotlight as an essential linguistic factor of word problems. 

1.1.2.2 Structural factors 

The linguistic structure of arithmetic word problems, although being less emphasized 

than the semantic factors, also contributes to word problem complexity and difficulty. Early 

research has attempted to investigate basic quantitative structures in arithmetic word problems. 

For instance, it is proposed that the problem length (i.e., number of words in a problem) may 

serve as a remarkable structural variable in some cases (Jerman, 1974; Searle, Lorton, & 

Suppes, 1974). More specifically, Jerman (1974) demonstrated that the number of words in an 

arithmetic word problem appears to be more significant for higher-grade students. Later, Lepik 
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(1990) expanded on the findings by including more linguistic variables including numbers of 

letters, words, and sentences. The results indicated that the number of letters, number of words, 

number of long words (i.e. 6 or more letters), the proportion of long words (6 or more letters a 

word), as well as the number of sentences are positively associated with the time of solution. 

The authors conclude that the readability of the text is critical for successful word problem 

solving (Austin & Lee, 1982; Lepik, 1990). These basic quantitative variables, by determining 

the readability level of word problems, are directly connected to performances in solving 

arithmetic word problems. 

The impact of structural factors on word problems can also be considered at the 

vocabulary level. It is straightforward that unfamiliarity with words hinders our reading the 

word problems (Martiniello, 2008). Since familiarity with words can determine both accuracy 

and reaction time during word recognition (Adams, 1990), the inclusion of unfamiliar words 

in arithmetic word problems, as a consequence, may increase problem complexity due to the 

increased cognitive load for processing complicated words (Abedi, Lord, & Plummer, 1997). 

This is also evidenced by a study of Shaftel, Belton-Kocher, Glasnapp, and Poggio (2006) 

which has investigated the relation between word problem performances and a wide range of 

linguistic factors. The authors indicate the presence of ambiguous vocabulary negatively 

impacts on word problem performance. More importantly, the use of difficult mathematical 

vocabulary prevents children from successfully solving word problems, and such difficulty 
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with complicated math vocabulary is observed in all grades of participants examined. Other 

domains at the vocabulary level include the use of prepositions and pronouns (Shaftel et al., 

2006). All these findings show that vocabulary use in arithmetic word problems is influential 

to word problem solvers. 

Last but not least, linguistic factors can be examined at the sentence level or the 

discourse structure level. As reviewed by Shaftel et al. (2006), the use of passive voice may 

increase linguistic complexity. Also, some complicated clauses, such as relative clauses and 

conditional clauses, are less common in spoken languages than in the written ones (Abedi et 

al., 1997), and this unfamiliarity may again lead to greater difficulty during the comprehension 

phase of word problem solving. On the other hand, one may alter the difficulty of arithmetic 

word problems by changing the order of sentences. In particular, previous studies have 

manipulated the position of the question of word problems in order to investigate the effect of 

discourse structure on word problem difficulty. Compare with problems in which the questions 

position at the end, word problems starting with the questions are solved with greater accuracy. 

Questions presented at the beginning may allow participants to quickly organize the subsequent 

information in a top-down manner, therefore lowering the working memory load (Fayol, Abdi, 

& Gombert, 1987; Thevenot, Devidal, Barrouillet, & Fayol, 2007). Altogether the basic 

structural factors can result in broad effects on arithmetic word problem solving, especially 

during the comprehension of problems. 
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In summary, linguistic factors are fundamental to the processing of arithmetic word 

problems, since arithmetic word problems are problems embedded in a story structure. The 

impact of linguistic factors on word problem solving may range from the small-scale structural 

factors, such as the number of letters and the number of words, to larger-scale factors such as 

the vocabulary used, the order of sentences, as well as the overall semantic structure. 

Nevertheless, whether and how linguistic factors interact with numerical factors are not known. 

In this present thesis, we investigate their interactions to have a better understanding of word 

problem solving. 

1.1.3 Domain-general cognitive factors 

In this section, we will provide a brief introduction to how domain-general cognitive 

components determine our success in word problem solving. Domain-general cognitive 

components are indispensable for supporting numerical and linguistic processing, not to 

mention word problem solving. In fact, the model of Daroczy et al. (2015) has highlighted the 

foundational cognitive attributes as a potential mediator between word problem performances 

and the complexity of stimuli as well as individual capabilities. As suggested, both numerical 

and linguistic complexity may contribute to the overall complexity of word problems, and the 

poor performances can result from the exceeding cognitive load caused by the increased 

complexity. As a consequence, one’s domain-general ability, including cognitive control, is 

critical for successfully solving word problems. Cognitive control, or executive function, 
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should refer to the top-down mechanisms for voluntary allocation of mental resources in 

accordance with internal goals, and it is crucial for a wide range of cognitive processes, 

basically comprising inhibitory control, cognitive flexibility, and working memory (Cai et al., 

2016; Diamond, 2013; Miller & Cohen, 2001). The reason for cognitive control being 

particularly mentioned is that poor cognitive control is often associated with deficits in word 

problem solving. For example, previous studies have investigated how arithmetic word 

problem performances are related to cognitive control (Fuchs et al., 2012; Fuchs et al., 2015; 

Fung & Swanson, 2017; Passolunghi & Siegel, 2001). Compared with IQ-matched successful 

word problem solvers, poor word problem solvers usually have deficits of generalized working 

memory such that they have difficulty manipulating and transforming both numerical and 

linguistic information. Insufficient flexibility of the unsuccessful solvers also leads to poor 

coordination between numbers and verbal information. In addition, their lack of inhibition 

prevents them from filtering irrelevant information. All in all, special attention should be paid 

to domain-general cognitive control, especially when studying individual differences in word 

problem solving. 

Domain-general cognitive control, including working memory and high-order 

reasoning, is particularly important for the comprehension phase during arithmetic word 

problem solving. Early frameworks of arithmetic word problems focused on the interaction 

between language comprehension and general problem solving have indicated that, 
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comprehension-related processes highly depend upon supports from working memory and 

nonlinguistic reasoning capabilities (Arsalidou, Pawliw-Levac, Sadeghi, & Pascual-Leone, 

2018; Fuchs et al., 2015; Kintsch & Greeno, 1985). To solve a word problem, solvers first need 

to create an abstract representation for what the text is initially after reading. Afterward, they 

need to represent the situation that refers to the text. Each of these steps requires working 

memory for maintaining and updating information described in the word problem. Finally, for 

integrating relevant information and developing an appropriate problem model before 

computation, sufficient reasoning skills are greatly demanded. As mentioned earlier, Fuchs et 

al. (2015) conducted a path analysis of text comprehension and word problem solving on 

several domain-general components in addition to the foundational skill (i.e., arithmetic 

calculation and word reading for word problems and text comprehension, respectively). The 

most significant finding is that both working memory and reasoning are crucial for both 

outcomes, leading to their claim that word problem solving is a form of text comprehension. 

Further, reasoning ability is associated with word problems containing irrelevant information 

(Wang et al., 2016), indicating that reasoning is crucial for identifying irrelevant information. 

All of these have demonstrated the important role of domain-general ability during 

comprehension of word problems. 

Furthermore, these domain-general components are critical during the execution of 

mathematical models of word problems. Relation between arithmetic and different domain-
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general cognitive components is well studied, and deficits in cognitive control, including 

working memory and inhibition, largely restrict arithmetic calculation of both adults and 

children (Cragg & Gilmore, 2014; DeStefano & LeFevre, 2004; Gilmore, Keeble, Richardson, 

& Cragg, 2015; Raghubar, Barnes, & Hecht, 2010). For instance, it is straightforward that 

complex arithmetic which requires carrying/borrowing or multi-step operations is more 

demanding in terms of increased working memory load because of the additional needs to store 

and manipulate interim results (Muth, 1992; Nuerk et al., 2015). Another example comes from 

Lemaire and Lecacheur (2011). The authors measured the executive functions and strategy 

selection of children of different ages. Results suggested that children who lack inhibitory 

control less likely to use the most efficient strategy for arithmetic, and the authors propose that 

this is due to their impairment in switching between strategies. Altogether, these findings have 

indicated the essential role of domain-general cognitive control in assisting word problem 

solving during both phases of comprehension and mathematical model execution. According 

to these previous efforts, we investigate the solutions of word problems using neuroimaging 

techniques in the current study with a special focus on cognitive control. 

1.2 Neural Correlates of Arithmetic Word Problems 

Despite the extensive research on behavioral mechanisms of word problem solving, the 

neuroimaging aspects of arithmetic word problem solving are rarely examined. Previous efforts 

have focused on the brain mechanisms associated with mental arithmetic, and thus we will first 
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provide a brief summary of the important brain regions involved in mental arithmetic in this 

section, and then introduce the few studies intended to investigate neural correlates of 

arithmetic word problems through fMRI approaches. 

The critical brain networks for mental arithmetic is illustrated in Figure 1-2. First of all, 

the posterior parietal cortex, including the intraparietal sulcus, the angular gyrus, and the 

supramarginal gyrus, is well documented for its importance in mathematical problem solving 

in both adults and children (Nieder & Dehaene, 2009; Peters & De Smedt, 2018). The 

intraparietal sulcus within the posterior parietal cortex appears to be vital for number 

representation and arithmetic calculation, since its activity is associated with all types of math-

related tasks, ranging from those tasks involved low-level processing, such as passive viewing 

of numerosity changes and magnitude comparison (Ansari, Dhital, & Siong, 2006; Cantlon, 

Brannon, Carter, & Pelphrey, 2006; Mock et al., 2018; Piazza, Izard, Pinel, Le Bihan, & 

Dehaene, 2004; Pinel, Dehaene, Riviere, & LeBihan, 2001), to the more complicated ones such 

as arithmetic calculation and linear algebra (Davis et al., 2009; De Smedt, Holloway, & Ansari, 

2011; Kawashima et al., 2004; Monti, Parsons, & Osherson, 2012). In addition, the angular 

gyrus is another subregion consistently reported to be specialized for semantic retrieval of 

arithmetic knowledge and concept integration (Dehaene, Piazza, Pinel, & Cohen, 2003; 

Zamarian, Ischebeck, & Delazer, 2009). On the other hand, the supramarginal gyrus within the 

posterior parietal cortex is known to be associated with maintaining and manipulating 
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information in working memory (Menon, 2016; Metcalfe, Ashkenazi, Rosenberg-Lee, & 

Menon, 2013). The converging evidence has, therefore, led to the posterior parietal cortex 

being highlighted during mental arithmetic as a core of the numerical system. 

 

Figure 1-2. Schematic diagram illustrating brain circuits involved in arithmetic calculation, 

adapted from Menon (2014). 

Furthermore, brain regions related to arithmetic calculation are not limited to the 

posterior parietal cortex. The dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, located in the middle frontal gyrus, 

couples with the intraparietal sulcus and the supramarginal gyrus to form a central executive 

network. This central executive network is responsible for retention and manipulation of 

information in both working memory and a wide range of reasoning contexts (Barbey, Koenigs, 

& Grafman, 2013; Bressler & Menon, 2010; Chang, Rosenberg-Lee, Metcalfe, Chen, & Menon, 

2015; Edin et al., 2009; Menon, 2016). Also, mental arithmetic recruits regions in the salient 
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network including the anterior insula as well as the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (Arsalidou 

et al., 2018; Bressler & Menon, 2010). These two nodes associated with saliency are important 

especially when performing effortful tasks, including problem solving, probably due to their 

being responsible for assigning control to other brain regions (Bressler & Menon, 2010; Menon 

& Uddin, 2010; Shenhav, Cohen, & Botvinick, 2016). Collectively these brain regions, 

consisting of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, the anterior insula, the dorsal anterior cingulate 

cortex, and the posterior parietal cortex, comprise the frontal-insular-parietal network of 

cognitive control. The activity of different regions within the frontal-parietal cognitive network 

is reported repeatedly to be associated with mental arithmetic (Arsalidou et al., 2018; Cai et al., 

2016; Supekar & Menon, 2012). It is not merely a single region but multiple different regions 

work together to support a broad range of processes including attention, execution, and working 

memory during mental arithmetic.  

In the following paragraphs, we will introduce the current efforts regarding the neural 

correlates of arithmetic word problems. Prabhakaran et al. (2001) studied neural responses to 

mathematical word problems with varying levels of difficulty. The authors compared the 

differences in neural responses towards word problems requiring zero-step (i.e., solution 

provided directly; e.g., “Jim wants to buy 1000 shares of a stock. He MULTIPLIES 1000 by 

$30.50 – the price of a share. How much money does Jim need in order to buy shares?”), one-

step (e.g., “A wholesale meat dealer sells steak for $2.19 per pound. One day he sold 76 pounds. 
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How much money was taken in?”), and two-step (e.g., “A farmer has his home and barn insured 

for $152,000. The yearly premium rate is $2.07 per $100. How much does this insurance cost 

him each year?”) arithmetic operations in 7 young adults. The participants had to indicate the 

arithmetic operations required for deriving correct answers. Increasing problem difficulty, 

which was defined based on the number of arithmetic operations involved in the problem, 

resulted in greater activation in the bilateral temporal areas. Also, the stronger involvement of 

the bilateral prefrontal areas, particularly the bilateral dorsolateral prefrontal cortices, were 

observed between text reading (zero-step problems) and mathematical word problems (one- 

and two-step problems). The authors summarized by proposing a dissociation between 

mathematical reasoning and text comprehension, as mediated by the dorsolateral prefrontal 

cortex and the temporal areas, respectively, in word problem solving. 

Lee et al. (2007) investigated the process of building mathematical models in arithmetic 

word problem solving. The authors compared how building a mathematical model from a word 

problem (experimental condition) was different from memorizing one (control condition). An 

example of the experimental condition was “James has 50 fewer watches than Mike. How many 

watches does James have?” The provided answer could be either correct (“𝐽𝐽 = 𝑀𝑀 − 50”) or 

incorrect (“𝐽𝐽 = 𝑀𝑀 + 50”). Participants were told to indicate whether the problem model given 

was correct or not. In the control group, the answers were embedded in the questions (e.g., 

“There are two brands of watches: James and Mike. The former runs on 𝑀𝑀 − 50 batteries.”). 
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Therefore, participants were only required to remember the answers provided (“𝑀𝑀 − 50”). 

Greater activation in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex was identified during the experimental 

condition. Additionally, the intraparietal sulcus and the anterior insula were more strongly 

activated in the experimental condition when compared with the control condition. The authors 

suggest that activation within the frontal-parietal areas implies the demand for working 

memory and numerical processing in the development of problem models during word problem 

solving. 

Newman, Pruce, Rusia, and Burns Jr. (2010) used word problems such as “The day 

before my favorite day is two days after Thursday” to study the strategic differences of brain 

activity in word problems. Participants were instructed to solve the word problems through an 

algebraic approach or spatial (pictorial) approach. The authors indicated that, despite the 

activation level was generally higher for the algebraic strategy, particularly in the anterior 

insula and the frontal-parietal regions, the activation patterns of the two strategies towards word 

problems were largely overlapping. In addition, compared with simple problems, hard 

problems might lead to greater prefrontal and temporal engagement. With the same set of 

problems, Newman, Willoughby, and Pruce (2011) investigated differences between solutions 

of the narrative form and the numerical form (the numerical form of the problem stated above 

would be “𝑥𝑥 − 1 = 4 + 2”). In line with Newman et al. (2010), the frontal-parietal areas, 

including the posterior parietal cortex and the pre-supplementary motor area, were involved in 
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word problem solving. While greater intraparietal sulcus engagement was identified during 

numerical problems than during word problems, word problems relied more on the natural 

language-related regions, for example, the superior and middle temporal gyri. The authors 

concluded that mathematical word problems depended more on language processing mediated 

by the temporal regions, whereas numerical problems were more associated with numerical 

processing mediated by the intraparietal sulcus. 

Zarnhofer et al. (2013) further examined how different cognitive strategies altered word 

problem solving. Rather than numerical problems, the authors used two other types of problems, 

containing story problems (e.g., “Anna goes for a walk. She walks 4 kilometers per hour. What 

distance does she cover in 3 hours?”) and the corresponding formulation problems that 

mathematical models were verbally written without story contexts (e.g., “What result do you 

obtain when multiplying 3 by a factor of 4?”). The authors showed that a visualized problem 

solving strategy elicited stronger activation in the visual areas such as the lingual gyrus which 

was related to mental imagery. In contrast, the verbalized strategies led to activation 

particularly in the left angular gyrus, a brain region associated with both processing and 

integration of semantics. Furthermore, Zhou et al. (2018) investigated semantic processing 

during word problem solving. The authors studied the contrast for mathematical word problems 

which required a higher demand of reasoning (e.g., “Lucy has 90 marbles. Her brother has 60 

marbles. How many marbles must she give to him so both of them will have the same amount?”) 
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versus arithmetical computations which were more complex in computation but less 

demanding for numerical reasoning. The former had led to greater activation in the perisylvian 

areas, whereas the latter recruited more supplementary motor area and precentral activation. 

The distinct activation patterns had highlighted the importance of the semantic network, 

including the angular gyrus and the middle temporal gyrus, in solving mathematical word 

problems with greater requirements to mathematical reasoning than quantitative processing. 

In conclusion, these existing fMRI studies highlighted two primary networks during 

mathematical word problem solving: the cognitive control network and the semantic network. 

First of all, the literature gave us clues about the essential roles of the domain-general cognitive 

control, since the previous word problem-related tasks have always been associated with the 

frontal-insular-parietal activity. These findings appear to be in agreement with the behavioral 

research, since domain-general abilities, including working memory and reasoning, are critical 

for arithmetic word problem solving in both the comprehension and problem model execution 

phases. On the other hand, their findings appeared to emphasize the importance of semantic 

processing in word problems. By comparing word problem solving with direct numerical 

problem solving or the solving of word problems with less demand for verbal reasoning, they 

consistently reported the more intensive engagement of the canonical language network 

including the angular gyrus and the temporal areas. As a result, these fMRI studies appeared to 

stand with Fuchs et al. (2015) and considered word problem solving as a form of text 
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comprehension. 

Nonetheless, their interpretations are highly restricted due to their questionable 

experimental designs. Specifically, the problem complexity and difficulty were not always 

considered in spite of their potential modulation on brain activity towards word problems. In 

the study of Prabhakaran et al. (2001), participants’ performances were significantly worse in 

terms of both accuracy and response time during arithmetic word problems than text 

comprehension. In Newman et al. (2011), participants also took remarkably longer time to 

derive solutions from word problems than numerical problems. Similarly, in Zarnhofer et al. 

(2013), participants’ reaction time was longer in word problems than in the control (i.e., 

formulation problems). As a result, the main effects of interest were very likely to be 

confounded by the overall problem difficulty. More importantly, they compared the processes 

of solving mathematical word problems with that of memorizing mathematical models/answers 

provided (Lee et al., 2007; Prabhakaran et al., 2001) or performing algebraic/arithmetic 

calculations that required no underlying semantic processing (Newman et al., 2011). Such 

comparisons potentially over-emphasized the role of linguistic processing in word problems. 

These limitations, thus, result in the previous fMRI studies being less reliable or less conclusive. 

Carefully designed studies are required for better understanding the neural correlates of 

arithmetic word problem solving. 
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1.3 Overview of the Current Thesis 

In the present thesis, we have reviewed numerical and linguistic factors of arithmetic 

word problems, and introduced how domain-general components of arithmetic word problems 

assist in comprehension and computation, thereby supporting word problem solving. In 

addition, fMRI techniques potentially provide us a broader picture regarding the underlying 

neural mechanism of word problem solving, but despite the great number of behavioral studies 

on word problems, neuroimaging evidence uncovering brain mechanisms underlying word 

problem solving is scarce. Among the few fMRI studies, the engagements of the frontal-

insular-parietal network and the semantic system were emphasized during word problem 

solving, resulting in word problem solving being considered as text comprehension. 

Nonetheless, implications of the previous findings are largely restricted due to the limited 

sample sizes as well as the questionable experimental designs. Also, individual differences in 

word problem solving have not been thoroughly examined, particularly through neuroimaging 

approaches. These limitations have led to the roles of brain networks responsible for word 

problem solving being unclear. As a consequence, we apply fMRI techniques with more 

carefully designed experiments to investigate neural mechanisms of arithmetic word problems 

in Study 1 (<Chapter 2>). By investigating the differences between solving narrative problems 

with and without the need for manipulating numerical information, we provide evidence to 

verify whether or not arithmetic word problem solving is a specific form of text comprehension. 
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In this way, we provide a better understanding of the neural correlates of word problem solving, 

and more specifically how numerical information embedded within a narrative structure is 

processed. 

On the other hand, although extensive, previous studies tended to consider the 

numerical and linguistic components as separate factors that their interaction was rarely studied. 

Nonetheless, investigations of the consistency hypothesis have provided insights into the 

interaction between numerical and linguistic factors (Lewis & Mayer, 1987; Pape, 2003). 

Broadly speaking, in a regular compare word problem (e.g., “Barry has 3 cupcakes. Alice has 

4 cupcakes more than Barry. How many cupcakes does Alice have?”), the relational term “more” 

is more likely to be linked with addition. However, the lexical inconsistency (e.g., the relational 

term in a word problem is “more”, but the required operation is subtraction) results in the 

problem solvers being more error-prone during inconsistent word problem solving. More 

importantly, the strength of this consistency effect seems to be different between inconsistent 

addition and inconsistent subtraction (Lewis & Mayer, 1987; Pape, 2003), but the neural 

correlates of such an interaction in word problems are never examined. Thus, in Study 2 

(<Chapter 3>), we focus on the interaction between numerical and linguistic factors. We have 

manipulated consistency, problem size, and arithmetic operation to explore how they modulate 

the word problem-related networks respectively and interactively. By further examining the 

responses of children to arithmetic word problems in Study 3 (<Chapter 4>), we are able to 
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examine age-related differences in the processing of both numerical and linguistic components 

during word problem solving, and thus expanding the scope of research and provide a clearer 

picture of mechanisms underlying this important mathematical exercise. 
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Chapter 2 Brain Correlates of Arithmetic vs Nonarithmetic Word Problems 

2.1 Rationale 

A wide range of previous studies focused on the comprehension aspects of arithmetic 

word problem solving, and even considered it as a specific form of text comprehension 

mediated by word problem-specific languages (Boonen et al., 2016; Fuchs et al., 2015; Hegarty 

et al., 1995; Yearp & Kaur, 2001). In addition, the few fMRI studies available tended to 

highlight the importance of semantic processing during word problem solving (Lee et al., 2007; 

Newman et al., 2010; Newman et al., 2011; Prabhakaran et al., 2001; Zarnhofer et al., 2013; 

Zhou et al., 2018). However, the brain substrates and how they modulate arithmetic word 

problems are yet to be clear due to the restricted designs of the previous experiments. In 

particular, the problem difficulty of most previous studies of word problems was not controlled. 

Thus, we aim to uncover the neural mechanisms of arithmetic word problem solving in this 

study by comparing the two conditions of problems: the arithmetic word problems (AWPs) 

which involve one-step arithmetic computation, and the parallel-designed nonarithmetic word 

problems (NWPs) which require no numerical manipulation for answering the questions. We 

hypothesize an extensive network related to cognitive control and numerical processing is more 

activated during solving of AWPs than NWPs, since word problem solving, as a mathematical 

practice, largely requires appropriate mathematical problem development and accurate 

execution of arithmetic operation. On the other hand, as the two types of problems are 
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structurally similar, the linguistic complexity of both types should not differ. Therefore, we do 

not expect differences in the semantic network, unless they are processed in distinct ways 

during comprehension. 

2.2 Methods 

2.2.1 Participants 

We recruited 26 healthy adults (14 females and 12 males) aged between 20.25 and 

27.64 (Mean = 22.25, SD = 1.90) as paid volunteers from local education institutions in Taipei 

City, Taiwan (R.O.C.). Participants were all right-handed, with normal or corrected-to-normal 

vision. None had reported any history of psychiatric or neurological disorders. All participants 

were treated under the guidelines of the declaration of Helsinki, and all the study protocols 

were approved by the National Chengchi University Review Board. 

2.2.2 Stimuli and task design 

The stimuli were presented as short stories written in Chinese, and two conditions, 

arithmetic word problems (AWPs) and nonarithmetic word problems (NWPs), were examined 

in this task (Figure 2-1A). Half of the problems were AWPs which required the construction 

of mathematical models involving either one-step addition or subtraction. Following the 

problem presentation, participants were instructed to indicate whether or not the description of 

the problem was correct using a button box. Incorrect answers for the AWPs could be ±1 or ±2 

from the correct answer. Another half were NWPs which were constructed of the identical 
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structure of sentence but with no arithmetic operation embedded. Similarly, participants had to 

indicate whether or not the semantic descriptions of NWPs were correct. Half of the 

descriptions for each condition were correct. To reduce potential confounding variables, the 

number of characters, the average frequency of each character (Academia Sinica, 2010), as 

well as the average strokes of each problem were well controlled that they were statistically 

identical for the two conditions (all ps > .05). 

The task comprised two sets of 64 word problems. Each set contained 32 problems for 

each condition, and the whole set was separated into three functional runs (i.e., 21 or 22 

problems per run). The order of the three functional runs was counterbalanced within each 

participant. The first set of stimuli was applied in the event-related functional MRI (Figure 2-

1B). Every trial began with a fixation cross for 500 ms. Following the 12-second word problem 

presentation, participants were instructed to respond within 1 s. An additional blank frame for 

750 ms was presented for recording any late responses. Afterward, the screen remained blank 

for an inter-trial interval jittered between 2 and 5 s. The relatively long presentation of stimuli 

not only ensured that participants had enough time reading through the problems, but also 

avoided motor responses contaminating the neural responses towards solutions. However, such 

design prevented us from obtaining the actual behavioral performances. A parallel task with 

another set of stimuli was, therefore, conducted outside the scanner. This out-of-scanner task 

was self-paced, allowing participants to respond as quickly as they knew the answer. 
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Furthermore, the out-of-scanner task was potentially more precise and replicable since it was 

conducted under a relatively normal situation (e.g., without the MRI environment). 

 

Figure 2-1. Task design of Study 1. (A) Examples of the two types of word problems. AWP = 

arithmetic word problem, NWP = nonarithmetic word problem. (B) Behavioral paradigm 

illustrating the procedure of the in-scanner task. The out-of-scanner task was self-paced instead 

of waiting for a 12-second problem presentation before responding.  

2.2.3 fMRI data acquisition 

Neuroimaging data were obtained with a Siemens MAGNETOM Skyra 3 T scanner at 

National Chengchi University in Taipei City, Taiwan (R.O.C.). Motions were minimized 

during the scan by placing cushions around the head of each participant. The T2-star weighted 

echo-planar imaging sequences were used with the following parameters: repetition time (TR) 
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= 2 s, echo time (TE) = 30 ms, flip angle (FA) = 90°, field of view (FOV) = 220 × 220, matrix 

size = 64 ×  64, and the in-plane spatial resolution was 3.4 mm. For assisting with the 

localization of functional data, high-resolution T1-weighted MRI sequences with the following 

parameters were obtained during the same scanning session for every participant: TR = 3500 

ms, TE = 3.37 ms, FA = 7°, FOV = 256 × 256, matrix size = 256 × 256, resolution = 1 mm, 

and there were 192 slices in the axial plane. 

2.2.4 fMRI data preprocessing 

Preprocessing of the functional images before statistical analysis was performed using 

SPM8 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm8). Preprocessing procedures included 

slice-timing correction, realignment for head motion correction, coregistration to each 

participant’s structural scan, normalization to the standard stereotaxic space according to the 

Montreal Neurologic Institute (MNI) coordinate system, and smoothing with a 6 mm full-width 

half-maximum (FWHM) Gaussian kernel for noise reduction. A volume repair process 

resembling AFNI’s 3dDespike (Cox, 1996) was applied for the correction of the transiently 

excessive motions of participants. The difference of the square root of the sum of the 

translational and rotational displacement (the degrees of rotational displacements were 

converted into millimeters by assuming a brain radius of 65 mm) between every two 

consecutive scans was computed as the scan-to-scan displacement, and a scan-to-scan 

displacement larger than one half of the voxel size was considered as a deviant volume (1.7 

http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm8
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mm in the present study). The deviant volumes were then repaired through interpolation 

between the two adjacent scans. The deviant volumes for each of the participants did not exceed 

5% of the total scans (the overall average = 0.63%). The average translational displacements 

(mm) in the x, y, z directions were 0.32 (SD = 0.17), 0.41 (SD = 0.23), and 0.95 (SD = 0.68), 

respectively. Also, the rotational displacements (degree) of roll, pitch, and yaw were 0.26 (SD 

= 0.15), 0.70 (SD = 0.39), and 0.26 (SD = 0.17), respectively. 

2.2.5 fMRI analysis 

2.2.5.1 Individual and group-level analyses 

Individual and group-level analyses were conducted based on the implemented general 

linear model (GLM). The two task-related regressors (i.e., the correctly answered AWP trials 

and NWP trials) were modeled for 12 s (i.e., the duration of problem presentation) and 

convolved using a canonical hemodynamic response function (HRF) for the expected BOLD 

signal. The regressors of no interest, on the other hand, included the incorrectly responded trials, 

the epoch in which the participants responded, as well as the six SPM8 head-motion parameters. 

Voxel-wise t-statistics maps for the effects of interest were generated for each participant. The 

focused contrasts were (1) AWP – NWP, and (2) NWP – AWP. Group analysis was performed 

using one-sample t-tests for each contrast. Significant clusters of activation were determined 

using a voxel-wise height threshold of p < .001, with correction using an FWE-corrected 

cluster-level threshold of p < .05 for multiple spatial comparisons after gray matter masking. 
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2.2.5.2 Cytoarchitectonic probability labeling of the posterior parietal cortex 

Additional analyses were conducted with the cytoarchitectonic probability maps to 

localize the neural responses within the posterior parietal cortex. The cytoarchitectonic 

probability maps are based on the cellular composition of the brain, thus providing an 

anatomically precise basis for the examination of the neural responses towards the word 

problems in the current study. Regions of interest (ROI) analyses were conducted with the SPM 

Anatomy Toolbox (Eickhoff et al., 2005) based on the distinct regions provided by the 

cytoarchitectonic probability maps: three subdivisions of the intraparietal sulcus (i.e., hIP3, 

hIP1, and hIP2), two subdivisions of the angular gyrus (i.e., PGp and PGa), four subdivisions 

of the superior parietal lobule (i.e., SPL 7PC, SPL 7A, SPL 7P, and SPL 7M), and five 

subdivisions of the supramarginal gyrus (i.e., PFm, PF, PFt, PFcm, and PFop). Detailed 

information regarding the boundary of these regions has been well documented (Caspers et al., 

2006; Choi et al., 2006; Scheperjans et al., 2008). Characterization of the spatial distribution 

of activations was based on three metrics: (1) the probability of a peak of an activation cluster 

being assigned to a specific brain region, (2) the percentage of a cluster of activation 

overlapping with a specific brain region, and (3) the percentage of a specific brain region 

overlapping with a cluster of activation. Each of the voxels was assigned to the region in which 

the voxel showed the greatest probability, allowing distinct parcellation for the unique 

localization of the brain responses. 
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2.2.5.3 Brain-behavior correlation 

The relations between behavioral performances and the neural responses to either 

AWPs or NWPs were investigated through whole-brain regression analyses. Specifically, the 

relationship between the contrast image of AWP – NWP and the out-of-scanner performance 

in AWPs, as well as the relationship between the NWP – AWP contrast and the out-of-scanner 

performance in NWPs were examined. The reaction times of the out-of-scanner word-problem 

task were applied instead of the accuracy scores due to a ceiling effect present on accuracy. 

2.2.5.4 Task-related functional connectivity analysis 

To investigate the task-related functional connectivity across the entire brain, a 

psychophysiological interaction (PPI) analysis was performed by evaluating the functional 

coupling between the seed region of interest (ROI) and other brain areas after accounting for 

the psychological state associated with the task. A meta-analysis approach with Neurosynth as 

described previously by Chang, Lee, and Metcalfe (2018) was applied to define the seed ROI, 

with “cognitive control” as a search term (Yarkoni, Poldrack, Nichols, Van Essen, & Wager, 

2011). Based on the association-test maps from the 428 studies generated in the search, the 

conventional frontal-parietal nodes including the right anterior insula, the dorsal anterior 

cingulate cortex, the right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, the right ventrolateral prefrontal cortex, 

and the right posterior parietal cortex were identified. Among these nodes, the right anterior 

insula appeared to be the region with the greatest peak of Z-score as well as the largest spatial 
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extent within the frontal-parietal network. Furthermore, previous studies have reported the role 

of the right anterior insula as a causal hub in the frontal-parietal network of cognitive control 

(Cai et al., 2016; Supekar & Menon, 2012; Uddin, Supekar, Ryali, & Menon, 2011), and the 

intrinsic right anterior insular circuits was linked to both reading comprehension and arithmetic 

abilities (Chang et al., 2018). The right anterior insula was, therefore, selected as the seed ROI 

in the study. Deconvolution of the time series of the right anterior insula was performed for 

revealing the neural activity, following the formation of an interaction term through 

multiplication with the waveforms of the task design. The PPI regressor was then formed by 

convolving the interaction term with the HRF. Finally, one-sample t-tests were conducted for 

differences in connectivity of the contrast of AWP – NWP and that of NWP – AWP. 

2.3 Results 

2.3.1 Behavioral performances 

Participants were required to give responses after the 12-second presentation for each 

trial in the fMRI task but not immediately after they knew the answer. As a result, we analyzed 

the out-of-scanner assessment as a more accurate and precise measurement of the task 

performances of participants. The behavioral data were analyzed using a paired t-test with the 

type of word problems (AWP vs. NWP) as the within-subject variable (Figure 2-2). We first 

examined the accuracy of the out-of-scanner task, and the results showed that the participants 

responded more accurately to the AWPs than to the NWPs (96.5% vs. 93.4%), t(25) = 2.89,  
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p = .008, d = 0.566. Besides, a parallel analysis was conducted on the average reaction time of 

each participant. The participants needed slightly more time for the AWPs than for the NWPs, 

but the difference in reaction time did not reach significance (4960 vs. 4713 ms), t(25) = 1.21, 

p = .237, d = 0.237. Since the pattern of accuracy and reaction time is often in an opposite 

direction (i.e., the “speed-accuracy trade-off”), we further calculated the corresponding rate 

correct score (RCS) for each participant in each condition to account for both effects of 

accuracy and reaction time. RCS was defined as RCS = ACC/RT, where ACC is the percentage 

of correct responses in the condition, and RT refers to the average reaction time of the 

participant in that condition (Vandierendonck, 2017; Woltz & Was, 2006). The results revealed 

no differences in RCS between AWPs and NWPs (0.212 vs. 0.215 s–1), t(25) = -0.30, p = .770, 

d = -0.058. In other words, the participants performed equally well in both conditions. 

 

Figure 2-2. Bar charts illustrating the out-of-scanner performances of arithmetic (AWP) and 

nonarithmetic (NWP) word problems. The error bars represented the standard errors. 
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2.3.2 Greater frontal-parietal involvement in AWPs than in NWPs 

We first examined the clusters of activation for AWP – NWP, and widespread clusters 

within the frontal-insular-parietal network were detected (Figure 2-3 and Table 2-1). The 

largest cluster covered from the bilateral intraparietal sulci in the posterior parietal cortex to 

the bilateral fusiform gyri within the ventral temporal cortex. Significant clusters also included 

the bilateral middle frontal gyri, the left cerebellum, the right hippocampus, the right inferior 

frontal gyrus, as well as the right insula. 

 

Table 2-1. Clusters showed greater activation during arithmetic (AWP) than nonarithmetic 

(NWP) word problem solving. 

Contrast Region 
# of 

Voxels 
Peak 

t-score 
MNI Coordinates 
x y z 

AWP > NWP 
 R Intraparietal Sulcus/ 7416 7.94 48 -36 54 
 L Lateral Occipital Gyrus/  7.06 -24 -62 30 
 R Lateral Occipital Gyrus/  6.92 30 -60 36 
 R Fusiform Gyrus/  6.90 44 -54 -14 
 R Intraparietal Sulcus/  6.76 30 -56 44 
 L Supramarginal Gyrus/  6.65 -52 -36 48 
 L Intraparietal Sulcus/  5.64 -40 -46 46 
 L Fusiform Gyrus  4.91 -30 -78 22 
 L Cerebellum 717 6.81 -26 -56 -36 
 L Middle Frontal Gyrus 288 6.25 -48 44 12 
 R Middle Frontal Gyrus 420 5.89 44 46 12 
 R Hippocampus 342 5.42 22 -38 6 
 R Inferior Frontal Gyrus/ 475 5.36 54 10 18 
 R Insula  5.18 42 4 -2 
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Figure 2-3. Clusters showed differed activation between arithmetic (AWP) and nonarithmetic 

(NWP) word problems. Abbreviations: leading L = left, leading R = right; IPS = intraparietal 

sulcus, MFG = middle frontal gyrus, FG = fusiform gyrus, IFG = inferior frontal gyrus, MTG 

= middle temporal gyrus, AG = angular gyrus, ITG = inferior temporal gyrus. 

With a special focus within the posterior parietal cortex, the spatial profile of the neural 

responses towards AWPs over NWPs was further analyzed with the cytoarchitectonic 
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probability maps. A mask covering the entire posterior parietal cortex comprised of the bilateral 

intraparietal sulci, angular gyri, superior parietal lobules, and supramarginal gyri was created 

for the cytoarchitectonic probability labeling. The results revealed that the bilateral hIP3, 

posterior subdivisions of the intraparietal sulcus, appeared to be the regions with the greatest 

spatial extent of activation in the bilateral posterior parietal cortices (Table 2-2). In addition, 

the hIP1 region and the PFt of the supramarginal gyrus were the second-largest spatial extent 

of activation in the left and right posterior parietal cortex, respectively. 

 

Table 2-2. Cytoarchitectonic probability labeling of regions in the posterior parietal cortex that 

showed stronger activation for arithmetic (AWP) than nonarithmetic (NWP) word problems. 

Assigned 
Region 

Probability of 
Peak in  

the Region 
% of Region 

Activated 
% of Cluster  

in Region 

Peak Activation 
Coordinates 

x y z 
L IPS (hIP3)  78.2 11.6    
L IPS (hIP1)  53.4 13.0    
L SPL (7A) .80 24.7 21.7 -14 -64 54 
L SMG (PF) .80 21.5 11.2 -52 -36 48 
R IPS (hIP3) .50 82.2 17.2 30 -56 44 
R SMG (PFt) .30 50.5 15.1 56 -30 40 
R SPL (7A)  16.9 12.5    
R SPL (7PC)  32.5 9.0    

 

2.3.3 Stronger perisylvian activations for NWPs over AWPs 

The activational pattern for NWP – AWP was also examined, and it was distinct from 

that for AWP – NWP such that extensive clusters were detected particularly in the left 
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perisylvian area, specifically in the left inferior frontal gyrus, the left inferior and middle 

temporal gyri, and the left angular gyrus (Figure 2-3 and Table 2-3). Significant clusters were 

also found in the left middle frontal gyrus, the left superior frontal gyrus along with the 

supplementary motor area, the right middle temporal gyrus, as well as the bilateral cerebella. 

 

Table 2-3. Clusters showed greater activation during nonarithmetic (NWP) than arithmetic 

(AWP) word problem solving. 

Contrast Region 
# of 

Voxels 
Peak 

t-score 
MNI Coordinates 
x y z 

NWP > AWP 
 L Inferior Frontal Gyrus 4695 10.15 -58 20 4 
 L Middle Temporal Gyrus/  9.79 -58 -28 -8 
 L Orbitoforntal Gyrus/  8.25 -46 26 -18 
 L Angular Gyrus/  8.24 -60 -58 24 
 L Temporal Pole/  7.52 -46 14 -30 
 L Inferior Temporal Gyrus  6.29 -60 -22 -20 
 L Middle Frontal Gyrus 303 7.85 -36 24 42 
 L Superior Frontal Gyrus/ 2066 7.77 -12 42 42 
 R Superior Frontal Gyrus/  7.01 6 54 26 
 L Supplementary Motor Area  4.30 -8 10 64 
 R Middle Temporal Gyrus/ 1849 6.57 52 -24 -10 
 R Orbitofrontal Gyrus/  5.97 48 30 -16 
 R Middle Temporal Gyrus  5.36 60 -62 8 
 R Cerebellum 496 6.33 24 -74 -38 
 L Cerebellum 234 6.03 -24 -78 -38 

 

Similarly, the spatial profile within the posterior parietal cortex of the brain responses 

towards NWPs over AWPs was examined with the cytoarchitectonic probability maps (Table 

2-4). The left PGa region, an anterior subdivision of the angular gyrus, appeared to be the 
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strongest and largest cluster of activation within the left posterior parietal cortex. The second 

greatest spatial extent of activation was the PGp region in which 21.8% of the cluster located. 

These two subdivisions comprising the entire angular gyrus accounted for 65.9% of the cluster 

in the posterior parietal cortex. 

 

Table 2-4. Cytoarchitectonic probability labeling of regions in the posterior parietal cortex that 

showed greater activation for nonarithmetic (NWP) than arithmetic (AWP) word problems. 

Assigned 
Region 

Probability of 
Peak in  

the Region 
% of Region 

Activated 
% of Cluster  

in Region 

Peak Activation 
Coordinates 

x y z 
L IPS (hIP3)  78.2 11.6    
L IPS (hIP1)  53.4 13.0    
L SPL (7A) .80 24.7 21.7 -14 -64 54 
L SMG (PF) .80 21.5 11.2 -52 -36 48 
R IPS (hIP3) .50 82.2 17.2 30 -56 44 
R SMG (PFt) .30 50.5 15.1 56 -30 40 
R SPL (7A)  16.9 12.5    
R SPL (7PC)  32.5 9.0    

 

2.3.4 Brain-behavior correlation during AWP solving 

The relation between brain activities and the out-of-scanner RTs was examined (Figure 

2-4 and Table 2-5). The result revealed the RT for the AWPs was positively associated with 

the left intraparietal sulcus together with the left supramarginal gyrus, the right intraparietal 

sulcus, the right angular gyrus, and the right lateral occipital gyrus. However, the RT in NWPs 

showed no correlation with the neural activity for the NWP – AWP contrast. 
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Figure 2-4. Relative strengths of the BOLD signal for the AWP – NWP contrast within the 

bilateral intraparietal sulci were strongly connected to the out-of-scanner reaction times for 

AWP solving. ***p < .001. 

Table 2-5. Clusters showed a significant correlation between the RTs during arithmetic word 

problem (AWP) solving and the BOLD activity for the AWP – NWP contrast. 

Contrast Region 
# of 

Voxels 
Peak 

t-score 
MNI Coordinates 
x y z 

AWP > NWP 
 R Lateral Occipital Gyrus 184 6.59 36 -78 32 
 L Supramarginal Gyrus/ 210 5.78 -56 -52 36 
 L Intraparietal Sulcus  5.40 -40 -52 40 
 R Angular Gyrus/ 183 4.76 54 -48 30 
 R Intraparietal Sulcus  4.46 46 -48 46 
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To localize the clusters of significant correlation, an additional analysis was conducted 

using the cytoarchitectonic probability maps in the posterior parietal cortex (Table 2-6). The 

result suggested only one cluster detected within the left posterior parietal cortex. More 

specifically, 57.5% of the cluster was located inside the left hIP1, followed by the left PFm, a 

subdivision of the SMG, which accounted for 26.1% of the cluster of significant correlation. 

 

Table 2-6. Cytoarchitectonic probability labeling of regions in the posterior parietal cortex that 

showed a significant correlation between RTs during arithmetic word problem (AWP) solving 

and the BOLD activity for the AWP – NWP contrast. 

Assigned 
Region 

Probability of 
Peak in  

the Region 
% of Region 

Activated 
% of Cluster  

in Region 

Peak Activation 
Coordinates 

x y z 
L IPS (hIP3)  78.2 11.6    
L IPS (hIP1)  53.4 13.0    
L SPL (7A) .80 24.7 21.7 -14 -64 54 
L SMG (PF) .80 21.5 11.2 -52 -36 48 
R IPS (hIP3) .50 82.2 17.2 30 -56 44 
R SMG (PFt) .30 50.5 15.1 56 -30 40 
R SPL (7A)  16.9 12.5    
R SPL (7PC)  32.5 9.0    
       

2.3.5 Strengthened frontal-parietal connectivity linked to AWP solving 

Lastly, an analysis of the psychophysiological interaction was conducted for examining 

the functional connectivity associated with the solving of AWPs, and the right anterior insula 

was applied as the seed region of interest. As illustrated in Figure 2-5 and Table 2-7, AWPs 
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result in strengthened right anterior insula connectivity with the bilateral intraparietal sulci as 

well as the right supramarginal gyrus within the posterior parietal cortices when compared with 

the NWPs. In addition, stronger connectivity between the right anterior insula and the left 

thalamus, between the right anterior insula and the middle occipital gyrus, and between the 

right anterior insula and the right precuneus were detected. On the other hand, no clusters of 

significant right anterior insula connectivity were detected for the NWP – AWP contrast. 

 

Figure 2-5. Clusters that showed significant connectivity with the right anterior insula during 

arithmetic (AWP) than during nonarithmetic (NWP) word problem solving. Abbreviations: 

leading r (or R) = right, d = dorsal; AI = anterior insula, ACC = anterior cingulate cortex, IPS 

= intraparietal sulcus. 
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Table 2-7. Clusters showed greater connectivity with the right anterior insula during arithmetic 

(AWP) than nonarithmetic (NWP) word problem solving. 

Contrast Region 
# of 

Voxels 
Peak 

t-score 
MNI Coordinates 
x y z 

AWP > NWP 
 R Lateral Occipital Gyrus/ 184 6.59 48 -30 38 
 R Intrapareital Sulcus/  4.69 36 -44 40 
 R Postcentral Gyrus  4.56 58 -16 36 
 L Thalamus 157 5.49 -4 -16 18 
 L Middle Occipital Gyrus 202 5.35 -52 -74 8 
 L Paracingulate Gyrus 441 5.33 -4 20 34 
 L Intraparietal Sulcus 320 4.95 -42 -44 40 
 R Precuneus 224 4.95 24 -60 26 
       

2.4 Discussion 

We examined brain mechanisms underlying the solving of arithmetic word problems 

as well as how the related brain networks resulted in individual differences in the current study. 

The neural responses of competent young adults towards word problem solving with one-step 

arithmetic operation were compared with those towards reading problems that involved no 

manipulation of numerical information. In this way, this study attempted to distinguish 

arithmetic word problem solving from text comprehension by comparing the only difference 

between the two types of problem, which was the need for developing a mathematical model 

for problem solving. 

According to our behavioral data, participants performed more accurately for arithmetic 

word problems (AWP) than nonarithmetic narrative judgment (NWP), and they also showed 
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slightly longer response time for arithmetic word problems. Previous research has suggested 

that contents containing quantitative information are usually considered more important by 

nonexperts in particular when compared with the corresponding narrative forms (Dee-Lucas & 

Larkin, 1988). In addition, Dee-Lucas and Larkin (1991) have further elaborated that 

participants tend to be more accurate with comparison problems in their quantitative than 

verbal formats. Similarly, participants may solve AWP more carefully than NWP in the current 

study, leading to increases in both reaction time and accuracy. We, therefore, calculate a 

composite score of behavioral performance to consider both influences of accuracy and 

reaction time. The behavioral performances were statistically identical for two tasks, indicating 

that the task difficulties did not differ between arithmetic and nonarithmetic word problems.  

Nonetheless, differential responses in brain activity were observed for the two problem 

types. Particularly, the frontal-parietal areas, including the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, the 

anterior insula, and the intraparietal sulcus, were shown to be more activated during the 

processing of arithmetic word problem than that of nonarithmetic word problems. Contrarily, 

the nonarithmetic word problems caused greater activation within the perisylvian language 

areas, especially in the left middle temporal gyrus, the left angular gyrus, as well as the inferior 

frontal gyrus. Individual differences in performance in arithmetic word problems were found 

to be dependent on the bilateral intraparietal sulci within the posterior parietal cortex, as a 

correlation was observed between the out-of-scanner word problem performances and the 
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bilateral intraparietal sulci exclusively. Moreover, strengthened connectivity within the frontal-

parietal network was observed during arithmetic word problem solving but not nonarithmetic 

word problem solving. These findings have pointed out the distinct cognitive components 

associated with the two types of problems, and have provided insights on the processing of the 

common but challenging type of mathematical practices. 

A huge body of literature considers word problem solving as text comprehension 

(Boonen et al., 2016; Fuchs et al., 2015; Fuchs et al., 2014), but our findings have revealed that 

the language network is less involved in arithmetic word problem solving than text 

comprehension. Instead, the cognitive control network, including the bilateral intraparietal 

sulci, the right anterior insula, and the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, shows greater activation 

in response to the processing of arithmetic word problems. Neuroimaging studies have 

demonstrated the prominent role of this frontal-parietal network in numerical problem solving 

(Chang, Metcalfe, Padmanabhan, Chen, & Menon, 2016; Chang et al., 2015), and therefore, it 

is not surprising that processing arithmetic word problems is highly associated with this 

network. As the processing core of numerical information, the intraparietal sulcus always 

exhibits greater activation for math than nonmath tasks (Amalric & Dehaene, 2018, 2019). 

Also, Lee et al. (2007) have demonstrated the greater involvement of intraparietal sulcus when 

participants are required to derive mathematical models from word problems rather than to 

memorize the numerical formula. The anterior insula coupling with the prefrontal cortex is 
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shown to be an important moderator of arousal for effortful tasks (Menon & Uddin, 2010). 

Although numerical processing has been largely focused on the roles of the intraparietal sulcus, 

the anterior insula is as well a core region for mathematical manipulation, for example, mental 

calculation (Arsalidou et al., 2018). Also, the vital role of the middle frontal gyrus within the 

dorsolateral prefrontal cortex has been demonstrated in various working memory components, 

including maintenance and selective updating (Chai, Abd Hamid, & Abdullah, 2018), and it is 

also responsible for information integration during arithmetic tasks (Kim, Kroger, Calhoun, & 

Clark, 2015).  

Moreover, not only are the increased activities of these regions being observed but also 

the connectivity between these nodes is strengthened. Emerson and Cantlon (2012) have 

previously demonstrated that the relation between frontal-parietal connectivity and math 

performances is specific to mathematics (i.e., being independent of the domain-general IQ). 

This whole network supports cognitive components required for integration of available 

information to develop problem models and solutions during mathematical problem solving 

(Arsalidou et al., 2018). Previous fMRI studies also showed involvement of the frontal-parietal 

network in mathematical word problems, but their findings could be confounded by the 

uncontrolled problem difficulty (Lee et al., 2007; Newman et al., 2010; Newman et al., 2011; 

Prabhakaran et al., 2001; Zarnhofer et al., 2013; Zhou et al., 2018). The current study, by 

carefully controlling for the stimuli properties, has provided strong evidence for the central role 
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of the cognitive control network during the solution of arithmetic word problems involving the 

generation process of mathematical problem models. 

On the other hand, solving narrative problems without manipulation of numerical 

information activates the canonical circuits for semantic processing in the perisylvian regions 

(Griffis et al., 2017), including the inferior frontal gyrus, the middle temporal gyrus, and the 

angular gyrus. The inferior frontal gyrus has been extensively studied regarding its role in 

syntactic and semantic processing, and its implications in working memory (Binder, Desai, 

Graves, & Conant, 2009). Transcranial magnetic stimulation to the inferior frontal gyrus results 

in disturbed performances semantic decision task (Devlin, Matthews, & Rushworth, 2003). 

Newman et al. (2011) also exhibit greater activation of the inferior frontal gyrus and the 

temporal cortex for mathematical word problems than problems in the corresponding numerical 

form. On the other hand, both of the angular gyrus and the middle temporal gyrus is critical for 

semantic processing, particularly in retrieval and integration of semantic information (Binder 

et al., 2009). For example, the processing of words which are semantically anomalous during 

text reading involves greater activity in the angular gyrus, which indicates that the angular 

gyrus is associated with the integration of concepts into a whole (Newman, Just, Keller, Roth, 

& Carpenter, 2003; Ni et al., 2000). Also, the middle temporal gyrus is activated in response 

to semantic judgment tasks, suggesting its involvement in semantic integration and retrieval 

(Carpentier et al., 2001; Weiss, Cweigenberg, & Booth, 2018). Zhou et al. (2018) show that 
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solutions to word problems designed to be more demanding for verbal reasoning may involve 

higher activation of the angular gyrus and the middle temporal gyrus. These results have 

indicated the essentiality of this canonical language network for verbal reasoning during 

reading of word problems.  

However, the two types of problems used in the current study are carefully designed to 

minimize the differences in linguistic complexity. The distinct brain responses between 

arithmetic and nonarithmetic word problems may, therefore, result from the differences in 

solution strategies in reading problems with or without numerical information. Previous eye-

tracking studies have revealed that solvers have a strong tendency for focusing on the numbers 

embedded in mathematical word problems (De Corte & Verschaffel, 1986; Hegarty et al., 

1992), potentially leading to the stronger involvement in numerical but not semantic processing. 

The eye-tracking study of Hegarty et al. (1992) can also be a possible explanation to our results 

that the reaction time to arithmetic word problems is positively correlated to the activities of 

bilateral intraparietal sulci. According to Hegarty et al. (1992), successful word problem 

solvers spend less time re-reading the text, whereas poor problem solvers are more likely to 

spend more time reading the numerals and the relational terms of word problems, thereby 

leading to stronger activation of the intraparietal sulcus. Altogether these results highlight the 

cognitive control engagement as well as the previously neglected numerical processing in 

mathematical word problems. 
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Chapter 3 Neural Correlates of Adults’ Compare Word Problem Solving 

3.1 Rationale 

Most research focuses on numerical and linguistic components of word problems 

separately (Daroczy et al., 2015), but previous behavioral research has also demonstrated the 

linguistic factors potentially interacting with the numerical factors. For example, studies of the 

consistency hypothesis have provided clues about the interactive relation between lexical 

consistency and operation type (Lewis & Mayer, 1987; Pape, 2003). Nonetheless, the neural 

mechanism of this interactive effect is not understood. Herein, we conduct an fMRI study and 

manipulate language consistency as a semantic factor, and operation and problem size as 

numerical factors. Through this approach, we should reveal whether and how these factors 

interact at a neuronal level. In accordance with the previous behavioral findings, reverse 

operation errors are remarkably more common during inconsistent addition than inconsistent 

subtraction (Pape, 2003). Since the frontal-parietal network is usually moderated by task 

difficulty and complexity, we may hypothesize a greater frontal-parietal network engagement 

for the inconsistent addition but not subtraction problems. Also, some researchers propose that 

the interaction between consistency and operation type is potentially caused by the markedness 

of the relational terms, since the marked terms (e.g., less) are more salient and more difficult 

to be transformed to the opposite operation during inconsistent conditions than the unmarked 

terms (e.g., more). We will investigate whether the neuroimaging evidence supports the 
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markedness hypothesis or it provides alternative explanations to this interaction. 

3.2 Methods 

3.2.1 Participants 

We recruited 36 healthy adults (18 females and 18 males) aged between 20.36 and 

29.09 (Mean = 23.81, SD = 2.33) as paid volunteers from local education institutions in Taipei 

City, Taiwan (R.O.C.). Participants were all right-handed, with normal or corrected-to-normal 

vision. None had reported any history of psychiatric or neurological disorders. All participants 

were treated under the guidelines of the declaration of Helsinki, and all the study protocols 

were approved by the National Chengchi University Review Board. 

3.2.2 Stimuli and task design 

All problems consisted of three different statements which presented simultaneously: 

an assignment statement assigning a value to a variable, a relational statement comparing the 

predefined variable with another variable, and a question asking for the value of the second 

variable. In addition, three within-group factors were examined in this study. The first factor 

was language consistency as described by Lewis and Mayer (1987). Half of the problems were 

defined as consistent problems: the relational term in the relational statement (e.g., more) was 

consistent with the operation to be performed (e.g., addition); another half were inconsistent 

problems that the relational term (e.g., more) was inconsistent with the operation (e.g., 

subtraction). The second factor was arithmetic operation. Half of the problems required 
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addition, and another half required subtraction. The third factor was problem size. Half of the 

problems were defined as large-size problems: the product of the two operands was greater 

than 25; another half were small-size problems: the product of the two operands was less than 

25. See Table 3-1 for examples of each condition. After the problem was presented, participants 

were instructed to choose the correct answer from the three provided choices using a button 

box. Incorrect answers for word problems could be ±1 from the correct answer, the reverse-

operation error (i.e., calculating the sum of the two operands for subtraction, or the difference 

of the two operands for addition problems), or ±1 from the reverse error. 

The task comprised two sets of 80 compare word problems. Each set contained 10 

problems for each condition, and the whole set was separated into four functional runs (i.e., 2 

or 3 problems each condition per run). The order of the four functional runs was 

counterbalanced within each participant. The first set of stimuli was applied in functional MRI 

with an event-related design. Every trial began with a fixation cross for 500 ms. Following the 

14-second word problem presentation, participants were instructed to respond within 2 s. An 

additional blank frame for 750 ms was presented for recording any late responses. Afterward, 

the screen remained blank for an inter-trial interval jittered between 2 and 5 s. The relatively 

long presentation of stimuli not only ensured that participants had enough time reading through 

the problems, but also avoided motor responses contaminating the neural responses towards 

solutions. However, such design prevented us from obtaining the actual behavioral 
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performances. A parallel task with another set of stimuli was, therefore, conducted outside the 

scanner. Instead of providing choices after 14 s of problem presentation, the out-of-scanner 

task was self-paced, and choices were presented simultaneously with each problem so that 

participants could respond as soon as they knew the answer. This out-of-scanner task was 

potentially more precise and replicable since it was conducted under a relatively normal 

situation (e.g., without the MRI environment). 

 

Table 3-1. Example questions of Study 2 for each condition. 

Condition Example 
Consistent Addition Small 書架上有新書 4 本，舊書比新書多 5 本，請問

書架上的舊書有幾本？ 
  Large 小珊有 4 隻棒棒糖，小達比小珊多 9 隻，請問

小達有幾隻棒棒糖？ 
 Subtraction Small 凱文有 11 根香蕉，史都華比凱文少 3 根，請問

史都華有幾根香蕉？ 
  Large 原子筆每支 13 元，鉛筆比原子筆便宜 6 元，請

問鉛筆一支多少錢？ 
Inconsistent Addition Small 罐子裡有 7 顆糖，罐子裡的糖比桌上的少 2 顆，

請問桌上有幾顆糖？ 
  Large 陸地上有 9 隻企鵝，陸地上比水裡少 6 隻，請

問水裡有幾隻企鵝？ 
 Subtraction Small 公主有 10 顆蘋果，公主比巫婆多 4 顆蘋果，請

問巫婆有幾顆蘋果？ 
  Large 車棚停了 12 台機車，機車比汽車多 3 台，請問

車棚停了幾台汽車？ 
    

3.2.3 fMRI data acquisition and preprocessing 

The data acquisition and preprocessing procedures were identical to Study 1 (for details 
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see <2.2 Methods>) except that the preprocessing was conducted using SPM12 instead of 

SPM8 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm12), and the volume repair procedure 

was not carried out. The average translational displacements (mm) of the final participants in 

the x, y, and z directions were 0.31 (SD = 0.15), 0.45 (SD = 0.20), and 0.78 (SD = 0.43), 

respectively. The rotational displacements (degrees) of roll, pitch, and yaw were 0.75 (SD = 

0.38), 0.28 (SD = 0.13), and 0.24 (SD = 0.12), respectively. 

3.2.4 fMRI analysis 

The individual and group-level analyses were conducted using the GLM implemented 

by SPM12. The correctly responded trials for the eight different conditions (i.e., consistent-

addition-small, consistent-addition-large, consistent-subtraction-small, consistent-subtraction-

large, inconsistent-addition-small, inconsistent-addition-large, inconsistent-subtraction-small, 

and inconsistent-subtraction-large) were modeled as the task-dependent regressors, and were 

convolved using a HRF for the expected BOLD signal. Each trial was modeled for 14 s (i.e., 

the duration of problem presentation). The incorrectly responded trials, the epoch in which the 

participants responded, and the six SPM12 head-motion were modeled as regressors of no 

interest. Voxel-wise t-maps for each effect of interest from individual level were entered into 

a 2 (consistency) × 2 (operation) × 2 (problem size) repeated-measure analysis of variance 

(ANOVA). Additional t contrasts were included for determination of any significant main 

effects. For the clusters of significance identified in the ANOVA, the average activity of each 

http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm12
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cluster for each of the corresponding conditions was calculated mainly to demonstrate the 

directions of interaction effects. Significant clusters were determined using a voxel-wise height 

threshold of p < .001, with correction using a cluster-level threshold of p < .05 for multiple 

spatial comparisons after gray matter masking. 

3.3 Results 

3.3.1 Behavioral results 

3.3.1.1 Performance analysis 

Since complex problems, especially the long-presenting ones such as the stimuli 

presented in Study 1 (<Chapter 2>), are sensitive to speed-and-accuracy trade-off, and the 

accuracy of the current study was high and close to ceiling, we calculated the rate correct score 

(RCS) directly for each participant in each condition (Figure 3-1). The out-of-scanner RCS 

were entered into a 2 × 2 × 2 ANOVA involving consistency (consistent vs. Inconsistent), 

operation (addition vs. subtraction), and problem size (small vs. large) as within-group 

variables. The ANOVA revealed that particiapnts performed worse for inconsistent than 

consistent problems, F(1,35) = 40.30, p < .001, ηG2  = .029, for subtraction than addition 

problems, F(1,35) = 13.59, p < .001, ηG2  = .022, and for large problems than small problems, 

F(1,35) = 5.19, p = .029, ηG2  = .003. Importantly, only the interaction of RCS between 

consistency and operation was found to be significant, F(1,35) = 26.57, p < .001, ηG2  = .023, 

but not the others. Consistency by problem size: F(1,35) = 0.01, p = .904, ηG2  = .000; operation 
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by problem size: F(1,35) = 0.70, p = .408, ηG2  = .000; consistency by operation by problem 

size: F(1,35) = 0.02, p = .900, ηG2  = .000. A simple effect analysis indicated that the 

performance in subtraction were poorer than that in addition during consistent problem solving 

(p < .001, ηG2  = .083), but no differences were found beween performances in addition and 

subtraction in word problems containing inconsistent lauguage (p = .922, ηG2  = .000). 

 

Figure 3-1. Bar charts illustrating the consistency × operation interaction in (A) small-size 

problems, and (B) large-size problems for the out-of-scanner rate correct scores (RCS). The 

error bars indicated the standard errors of the mean. 

3.3.1.2 Error analysis 

Depite the relatively low error rates, the adult participants varied in terms of the types 

of errors they made. Therefore, we investigated the errors made during the out-of-scanner word 

problem solving with an additional 2 × 2 × 2 × 2 repeated-measure ANOVA involving 
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consistency, operation, problem size, and error type (reverse vs. nonreverse error). Those 

effects associated with the error type were reported (Figure 3-2). In general, the adult 

participants made significantly more reverse errors than nonreverse errors (4.0% vs. 0.5%), 

F(1,35) = 19.11, p < .001, ηG2  = .086. Moreover, an interaction of consistency and error type 

was detected, F(1,35) = 21.38, p < .001, ηG2  = .031, revealing the difference in error type was 

found only in inconsistent problems (5.9% vs. 0.4%; p < .001, ηG2  = .297) but not consistent 

problems (2.2% vs. 0.7%; p = .075, ηG2  = .048). In addition, the interaction of consistency by 

operation by error type, F(1,35) = 6.89, p = .013, ηG2  = .009, and the interaction of consistency 

by operation by problem size by error type, F(1,35) = 5.26, p = .028, ηG2  = .007, were 

significant. None of the other effects were significant (all ps ≥ .158). 

 

Figure 3-2. Bar charts showing the relation between operation, problem size, and error type in 

(A) consistent problems, and (B) inconsistent problems for the out-of-scanner task of adults. 

The error bars represented the standard errors of mean. Conditions were named based on their 
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consistency (C/I)-operation (A/S)-problem size (S/L). First letter: C = consistent, I = 

inconsistent; second letter: A = addition, S = subtraction; third letter: S = small, L = large. 

3.3.2 Neuroimaging results 

3.3.2.1 Main effect of consistency 

We compared the differences of the adult participants in BOLD signals between 

consistent and inconsistent word problems. One cluster in the cerebellum showed greater 

activation during inconsistent than during consistent problem solving (Table 3-2), but no 

significant activation was detected for consistent over inconsistent problems. 

 

Table 3-2. Clusters that showed a main effect of consistency in adults. 

Contrast Region 
# of 

Voxels 
Peak 

t-score 
MNI Coordinates 
x y z 

Consistent > Inconsistent 
 No significant clusters      
Inconsistent > Consistent      
 R Cerebellum 120 4.56 24 -70 -40 
       

3.3.2.2 Main effect of operation 

We also measured the differences of young adults between addition and subtraction 

(Table 3-3). Greater activation for subtraction when compared with addition problems was 

observed in the right supramarginal gyrus, the bilateral superior temporal gyri, the left 

precuneus, and the left superior parietal lobule. However, no significant clusters were observed 
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for addition over subtraction. 

 

Table 3-3. Clusters that showed a main effect of operation in adults. 

Contrast Region 
# of 

Voxels 
Peak 

t-score 
MNI Coordinates 
x y z 

Addition > Subtraction      
 No significant clusters      
Subtraction > Addition 
 R Supramarginal Gyrus/ 97 4.48 60 -22 30 
 R Superior Temporal Gyrus  3.81 56 -34 20 
 L Superior Temporal Gyrus 62 4.38 -58 -28 18 
 L Precuneus/ 61 4.29 -14 -54 66 
 L Superior Parietal Lobule  4.20 -28 -50 66 
       

3.3.2.3 Main effect of problem size 

The main effect of problem size on young adults was displayed in Figure 3-3 and Table 

3-4. Stronger activation for large problems than for small problems fell primarily in the left 

hemisphere within the frontal-parietal network, and significant clusters included the left 

inferior frontal gyrus, the left supplementary motor area, the left precuneus, the left superior 

and inferior parietal lobules, as well as the bilateral intraparietal sulci. On the other hand, the 

right middle temporal gyrus was found to be involved more in small problems when compared 

with large problems. 
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Table 3-4. Clusters that showed a main effect of problem size in adults. 

Contrast Region 
# of 

Voxels 
Peak 

t-score 
MNI Coordinates 
x y z 

Small > Large 
 R Middle Temporal Gyrus 81 4.66 54 -26 -4 
Large > Small 
 L Inferior Frontal Gyrus 98 4.70 -48 6 20 
 L Supplementary Motor Area 64 4.46 -8 12 46 
 R Intraparietal Sulcus 105 4.35 42 -38 46 
 L Superior Parietal Lobule/ 168 4.18 -26 -70 34 
 L Precuneus  3.81 -32 -70 34 
 L Inferior Parietal Lobule/ 67 3.90 -40 -38 36 
 L Intraparietal Sulcus  3.64 -44 -38 44 

 

 

Figure 3-3. Brain regions of adults showed significantly different activation levels between 

large and small problems. Abbreviations: leading L = left, leading R = right; SPL = superior 
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parietal lobule, IPS = intraparietal sulcus, SMA = supplementary motor area, IFG = inferior 

frontal gyrus, MTG = middle temporal gyrus. 

3.3.2.4 Interaction of consistency by operation 

The interaction of young adults between consistency and operation was shown in Figure 

3-4 and Table 3-5. Widespread clusters within the frontal-cingulate-parietal network, including 

the bilateral intraparietal sulci, the anterior cingulate cortex, and the bilateral inferior and 

middle frontal gyri, were detected. A significant interaction was also observed in the left 

ventromedial prefrontal cortex, the left insula, the left superior frontal gyrus, and the right 

cerebellum. More specifically, a regular operation effect was observed that subtraction revealed 

stronger activation of the clusters (or greater deactivation in the medial prefrontal cortex) when 

compared with addition during consistent problem solving (all ps ≤ .013). An exemption would 

be a cluster in the right middle frontal gyrus which showed no differences between addition 

and subtraction during consistent problem solving (p = .071). However, the operation effect 

was inverse during inconsistent problem solving, indicating a stronger neural activity (or 

greater deactivation) of the clusters in addition than in subtraction (all ps ≤ .024). 
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Figure 3-4. Regions of adults that showed an interaction of consistency × operation. Bar charts 

indicated the average beta values within the significant clusters selected (non-exhaustively) 

through the whole-brian analysis, with error bars indicating the standard errors of the mean. 

Abbreviations: Con = consistent, Incon = inconsistent; leading L = left, leading R = right; 

vmPFC = ventromedial prefrontal cortex, SMA = supplementary motor area, ACC = anterior 

cingulate cortex, MFG = middle frontal gyrus, IFG = inferior frontal gyrus, IPS = intraparietal 

sulcus. 
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Table 3-5. Clusters that showed significant interaction effect between consistency, operation, 

and problem size in adults. 

Contrast Region 
# of 

Voxels 
Peak 

F-score 
MNI Coordinates 
x y z 

Consistency × Operation  
 L Supplementary Motor Area/ 1502 45.53 -8 18 44 
 R Anterior Cingulate Cortex  28.01 14 26 28 
 L Obitofrontoal Cortex 750 33.75 -10 52 -2 
 R Insula 289 31.32 34 24 0 
 R Inferior Frontal Gyrus/ 863 31.13 56 24 24 
 R Middle Frontal Gyrus  26.91 50 32 22 
 L Middle Frontal Gyrus/ 1988 30.59 -34 0 52 
 L Inferior Frontal Gyrus  30.11 -52 12 26 
 L Intraparietal Sulcus/ 917 28.44 -34 -52 44 
 L Inferior Parietal Lobule  26.22 -50 -36 44 
 R Intraparietal Sulcus/ 491 27.89 38 -52 42 
 R Inferior Parietal Lobule  21.33 40 -42 42 
 L Insula 119 23.61 -30 24 -2 
 R Caudate 85 22.70 14 2 14 
 L Superior Frontal Gyrus 56 21.82 -18 32 36 
 R Middle Frontal Gyrus 261 20.73 32 4 54 
 R Cerebellum 116 20.58 10 -74 -30 
 R Cerebellum 115 17.81 28 -62 -32 
 R Middle Frontal Gyrus 60 16.44 36 60 8 
Consistency × Problem Size 
 No significant clusters      
Operation × Problem Size 
 L Middle Frontal Gyrus/ 281 24.94 -34 2 46 
 L Inferior Frontal Gyrus  20.35 -46 8 20 
 L Superior Parietal Lobule/ 454 18.20 -30 -68 50 
 L Intraparietal Sulcus  16.57 -42 -38 38 
 R Intraparietal Sulcus 96 15.04 40 -46 48 
 R Orbitofrontal Cortex 231 15.01 2 38 -10 
Consistency × Operation × Problem Size 
 No significant clusters      
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3.3.2.5 Interaction of consistency by problem size 

No interaction was found between consistency and problem size through whole-brain 

analysis, which indicated no differences in the problem size effect on the neural activity of 

young adults between consistent and inconsistent problems. 

3.3.2.6 Interaction of operation by problem size 

As illustrated in Figure 3-5 and Table 3-5, the interaction of operation by problem size 

of the adult participants also revealed significant clusters within the frontal-cingulate-parietal 

network, specifically in the orbitofrontal cortex, the left middle frontal gyrus, and the bilateral 

intraparietal sulci. With regard to the right orbitofrontal cortex, large problems led to greater 

deactivation when compared with small problems in subtraction (p < .001), but such difference 

was not observed in addition problems (p = .224). The remaining clusters (i.e., those in the left 

middle frontal gyrus, and the bilateral intraparietal sulci) were more involved during large than 

small problems for subtraction (all ps < .001), but this problem size effect was not observed 

for addition (all ps ≥ .147). 
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Figure 3-5. Brain regions of adults that showed the operation × problem size interaction. Bar 

charts indicated the average beta values within each of the significant clusters selected through 

the whole-brain analysis, with error bars indicating the standard errors of the mean. 

Abbreviations: leading L = left, leading R = right; MFG = middle frontal gyrus, IPS = 

intraparietal sulcus, OFC = orbitofrontal cortex. 

3.3.2.7 Interaction of consistency by operation by problem size 

The brain activity of adults showed no interaction of consistency by operation by 

problem size, indicating that the observed interaction between consistency and operation was 

similar for both small and large problems, and the interaction of operation by problem size was 
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statistically identical for both consistent and inconsistent problems. 

3.4 Discussion 

We examined how problem size, operation type, as well as consistency modulate brain 

responses of young adults to arithmetic word problem solving. The one-step comparison word 

problems in the current study could be either large or small in problem size, required either 

addition or subtraction, and either consistent or inconsistent. Importantly, this study allowed 

systematic investigation of numerical factors and interactions between numerical and linguistic 

factors of word problems, which were scarce in previous literature on arithmetic word problem 

solving. In line with the previous literature (De Smedt et al., 2011; Hegarty et al., 1995; 

Huebner & LeFevre, 2018; Lewis & Mayer, 1987; Torbeyns, De Smedt, Ghesquière, & 

Verschaffel, 2009; Zbrodoff & Logan, 2005), the behavioral performances showed significant 

effects of problem size, operation, as well as consistency. Also, the interaction between 

consistency and operation type was observed that subtraction was significantly more difficult 

only for consistent problems but not for inconsistent problems. Large-size problems, as well as 

subtraction problems, exhibited greater activation particularly in the posterior parietal cortex, 

and inconsistent problems recruited more cerebellum activation. Furthermore, a significant 

interaction between consistency and operation occurred extensively in the frontal-parietal 

circuits. Finally, the problem size effect was different between operations that it was only 

noticeable during subtraction but not addition. Collectively these findings have revealed the 
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prominent role of the interaction between linguistic and numerical factors, and have further 

provided evidence to support the model of Daroczy et al. (2015). 

The most important finding is the differential activation patterns for the operation effect 

under different consistency conditions, particularly in the frontal-parietal regions. As expected, 

consistent subtraction problems more strongly activate the frontal-parietal network, including 

the bilateral intraparietal sulci, the supplementary motor area, and the middle frontal gyrus. It 

is well documented that the intraparietal sulcus activity is increased in response to the larger 

problem size and problem difficulty (De Smedt et al., 2011). The frontal-parietal cognitive 

control network is typically more activated for large-size problems than for small problems 

(Molko et al., 2003; Stanescu-Cosson et al., 2000), and for problems which required procedural 

strategies than for those depended on fact retrieval (Grabner et al., 2009). However, the 

problem type effect is atypical for inconsistent problems. An inverted operation effect is 

observed such that the frontal-parietal activation is stronger for addition rather than subtraction 

during inconsistent problem solving. There are a few possible explanations for the interaction 

between consistency and operation type.  

As suggested, participants are prone to the direct translation approach and transfer 

“more than” into addition (or “less than” into subtraction) (Boonen et al., 2016; Hegarty et al., 

1995; Lewis & Mayer, 1987), and such stereotypical connection between the relational terms 

and the arithmetic operations required hinders the establishment of correct mathematical 
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models, thereby resulting in the poor performances in both inconsistent addition and 

inconsistent subtraction. Orrantia and Múñez (2013) investigate the mental representation of 

arithmetic word problem solving and suggest that such representation is automatically 

constructed initially after reading the relational sentence. This is evidenced by the facilitation 

or interference of the figure discrimination task performance following the presentation of the 

relational sentence. Therefore, it is possible that the problem representation is formed 

according to the preferred order of word problems through direct translation strategies (i.e., the 

consistent one), and such inappropriate representation for inconsistent problems persists that it 

interferes the processing of word problems, thereby leading to worsened performances of the 

inconsistent problems. Yet, such an explanation might be insufficient for the decreased brain 

activity towards inconsistent subtraction problems. Even when the representation for addition 

problems is inappropriately applied for the inconsistent subtraction problems, participants may 

need to suppress the inappropriate representation in order to answer the questions correctly 

(since only the brain activities for correctly answered trials were analyzed). Consequently, 

greater activation of the frontal-parietal network for inconsistent subtraction problems should 

be likely observed as a response to a greater requirement of cognitive control (Cai et al., 2016; 

Zhang & Li, 2012). 

Also, it is demonstrated that the markedness of the relational term may contribute to 

this interaction (Boonen et al., 2016; Hegarty et al., 1992; Hegarty et al., 1995; Pape, 2003). 
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Marked relational terms (usually the negative ones, e.g. less than, smaller than) appear to be 

more salient, and therefore they are harder to be transformed into the appropriate operations. 

In other words, it seems more difficult to transform “less than” into addition, when compared 

with the transformation of “more than” into subtraction. As a result, the advantage of 

performing addition disappears for the inconsistent condition. Even for consistent problems 

that required no further transformation, the saliency of the marked relational terms in 

subtraction likely results in the greater activation of the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and 

insula within the salient network (Menon & Uddin, 2010). Taken together, problems with 

marked relational terms are more prone to reverse errors, but the inconsistent language seems 

to make both inconsistent addition and subtraction challenging. Furthermore, the markedness 

theory may explain the neuroimaging results that both problems with marked relational terms 

(i.e., consistent subtraction and inconsistent addition problems) elicit greater frontal-parietal 

activation than problems with unmarked terms (i.e., consistent addition and inconsistent 

subtraction). However, this markedness theory tends to ignore the possible contribution of 

operation, since addition and subtraction involve different cognitive components and are 

recruiting different brain networks (Rosenberg-Lee, Chang, Young, Wu, & Menon, 2011). 

An additional explanation of the inverted operation effect is that participants solve 

subtraction problems with indirect addition. Campbell (2008) has indicated that college 

students sometimes solve subtraction problems (e.g., 9 − 5 = ?) through the corresponding 
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addition (e.g., since 4 + 5 = 9 then 9 − 5 = 4). Moreover, the author has demonstrated that 

subtraction problems presented in addition formats (e.g., 9 = __ +  5) are advantageous over 

the standard formats (e.g., 9 − 5 = ?). According to Mastrothanasis, Geladari, Zervoudakis, 

and Strakalis (2018), addition or subtraction algorithm is typically represented mentally as to 

how it is processed on paper. Therefore, an inconsistent subtraction problem like “John has 9 

marbles. John has 5 marbles more than Tom” would likely be represented as “9 = T + 5”. If 

this is the case, even though this question is defined as a subtraction problem, such 

representation facilitates participants’ strategies of indirect addition for problem solution, 

thereby lowering difficulty of the problem and resulting in the frontal-parietal network 

activating to a lesser extent. On the other hand, an inconsistent addition problem such as “Tom 

has 4 marbles. Tom has 5 marbles less than John” might be represented as “4 = T − 5”. As a 

result, it has to be further processed as “4 + 5 = T” before the final solution, and the additional 

step is likely to increase cognitive load, thereby leading to increased frontal-parietal activation 

(Prabhakaran et al., 2001). Nonetheless, the exact strategies applied by the participants were 

not examined in the current study, and thus more research is needed for supporting this 

possibility. 

Besides, the effects of operation and problem size, as well as their interactions, are 

found to be remarkable in the current study. Although these numerical effects on arithmetic 

word problem solving are not previously studied using fMRI techniques, it is expected that 
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large and subtraction problems are associated with stronger frontal-parietal activation than 

small and addition problems, respectively, based on the previous efforts on similar effects on 

mental arithmetic (Menon, 2014; Peters & De Smedt, 2018). Additionally, De Smedt et al. 

(2011) have revealed an interaction of operation by problem size during simple arithmetic of 

children, and they detected a problem size effect during addition but not subtraction. 

Correspondingly, as supported by the fMRI data of the current study, adults are sensitive to 

problem size only during subtraction. Put together, these numerical effects appear to be robust 

and format-independent.  

To sum up, the current study reveals that consistency alone may not produce great 

differences in brain responses of adults, but it affects how addition and subtraction problems 

are perceived and processed. Mathematical models are constructed after comprehending the 

word problems, and whether operations are appropriately determined largely based on the 

understanding of relations between the numerical sets (Fuchs et al., 2015). Therefore, it is not 

unexpected that linguistic structures of the word problems affect neural responses to different 

arithmetic operations. On the other hand, problem size may influence the later strategic uses 

for problem solution (Barrouillet & Thevenot, 2013; LeFevre, Sadesky, & Bisanz, 1996; 

Verschaffel, De Corte, & Pauwels, 1992), therefore being less dependent on the reading of 

word problems. The findings have called attention to the numerical components of arithmetic 

word problems, as well as their possible interactive relation with the linguistic factors.  
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Chapter 4 Age-Related Differences in Neural Correlates of Word Problem Solving 

4.1 Rationale 

Although arithmetic word problems are introduced at early stages of school, these 

problems are particularly challenging even for typically developing children (García, Jiménez, 

& Hess, 2006; Ostad, 1998; Riley & Greeno, 1988; Riley et al., 1983). However, previous 

neuroimaging studies of word problems focused only on adult participants. As a result, we take 

a developmental approach in this study and aim to identify the difficulties in children’s word 

problem solving. We first investigate the brain mechanisms of children underlying the compare 

word problem solving task described in Chapter 3. Previous research has indicated that younger 

children perform poorly in compare word problems, for example, the proportions of correct 

solutions of compare problems in second graders were 53% and 50% as demonstrated by Riley 

and Greeno (1988) and Ostad (1998), respectively. Therefore, to optimize neuroimaging data 

and ensure that enough trials are available for each condition for analysis, we focus on older 

children that can competently solve compare word problems, namely children from Grade 3 to 

Grade 6. Furthermore, we compare children with mature adults so that we should show age-

associated changes in brain mechanisms underlying word problem solving. Importantly, if the 

markedness hypothesis mentioned earlier is exclusively true, we hypothesize that how the 

linguistic factors alter the numerical processing of children would be similar to that of adults. 

In addition, we hypothesize that main effects of the numerical factors should be similar for 
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both adults and children, since these effects are consistently reported despite the age differences 

during mental arithmetic (Menon, 2014; Peters & De Smedt, 2018). 

4.2 Children’s Word Problem Solving 

4.2.1 Methods 

4.2.1.1 Participants 

We recruited 30 third to sixth graders (15 females and 15 males) aged between 8.59 

and 12.67 (M = 10.28, SD = 1.09) as paid volunteers from multiple school districts in Taipei 

City, Taiwan (R.O.C.). Four children were excluded because they had no correct trials for at 

least one of the eight experimental conditions. One more participant was excluded due to the 

neurological condition. As a result, the final participants consisted of 25 children (13 females 

and 12 males) aged between 8.84 and 12.67 (M = 10.38, SD = 1.09). All the participants were 

right-handed, with normal or corrected-to-normal vision. None of the final participants had 

reported any history of psychiatric or neurological disorders. All participants were treated 

under the guidelines of the declaration of Helsinki, and all the study protocols were approved 

by the National Chengchi University Review Board. 

4.2.1.2 Stimuli and task design 

The stimuli and task design were identical to Study 2 (<3.2.2 Stimuli and task design>). 

4.2.1.3 fMRI data acquisition and preprocessing 

The data acquisition and preprocessing procedures were identical to Study 1 (for details 
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see <2.2 Methods>) except that the preprocessing was conducted using SPM12 instead of 

SPM8 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm12). The overall average of deviant 

volumes for each of the participants was 1.47%. The average translational displacements (mm) 

of the final participants in the x, y, and z directions were 0.48 (SD = 0.28), 0.98 (SD = 0.48), 

and 1.66 (SD = 0.72), respectively. The rotational displacements (degrees) of roll, pitch, and 

yaw were 1.70 (SD = 0.90), 0.67 (SD = 0.35), and 0.54 (SD = 0.30), respectively. 

4.2.1.4 fMRI analysis 

The fMRI analysis procedures were identical to Study 2 (<3.2.4 fMRI analysis>). 

4.2.2 Results 

4.2.2.1 Behavioral results 

4.2.2.1.1 Three-way ANOVA on children’s performance 

Again, we analyzed the out-of-scanner assessment instead of the in-scanner behavioral 

data for a more accurate measurement of task performances. As previously demonstrated in 

<3.3.1 Behavioral results>, we accounted for the effects of both accuracy and reaction time by 

calculating the corresponding rate correct score (RCS) for each participant in each condition. 

The data were then entered into a 2 × 2 × 2 ANOVA involving consistency (consistent vs. 

inconsistent), operation (addition vs. subtraction), and problem size (small vs. large) as within-

group variables. Whilst the ANOVA revealed that participants performed worse for 

inconsistent than consistent problems (0.098 vs. 0.121 s-1), F(1,24) = 21.76, p < .001,       

http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm12
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ηG2  = .053, and large problems than small problems (0.096 vs. 0.124 s-1), F(1,24) = 32.74,    

p < .001, ηG2  = .035, they performed equally well for both addition and subtraction problems, 

F(1,24) = 1.20, p = .285, ηG2  = .006. Importantly, only the interaction of RCS between 

consistency and operation was found to be significant (Figure 4-1), F(1,24) = 7.74, p = .010, 

ηG2  = .009, but not the others. consistency by Size: F(1,24) = 0.13, p = .721, ηG2  = .000; 

operation by Size: F(1,24) = 2.98, p = .010, ηG2  = .002; consistency by operation by Size: 

F(1,24) = 2.29, p = .143, ηG2  = .002. A further analysis on the interaction between consistency 

and operation indicated the performance in subtraction was slightly poorer than that in addition 

during consistent problem solving (p = .098, ηG2  = .027), but no differences were found 

between performances in addition and subtraction in word problems containing inconsistent 

language (p = .657, ηG2  = .001). 

 

Figure 4-1. A bar chart showing the relation between consistency and operation for the out-of-

scanner RCS of children. The error bars indicated the standard errors of mean. 
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4.2.2.1.2 Error analysis 

Similarly, we investigated the errors made during the out-of-scanner word problem 

solving with an additional 2 × 2 × 2 × 2 repeated-measure ANOVA involving consistency, 

operation, problem size, and error type (reverse error vs. nonreverse error), and those effects 

related to the error type are reported. The relation between the error type and the factors 

manipulated is shown in Figure 4-2. First of all, there were significantly more reverse errors 

than nonreverse errors (11.9% vs. 1.7%), F(1,24) = 25.32, p < .001, ηG2  = .170. Also, the 

interaction of consistency by error type was shown significant, F(1,24) = 28.16, p < .001,    

ηG2  = .109. An analysis of the simple effects showed that reverse errors were made more 

frequently than nonreverse errors only during inconsistent (19.7% vs. 1.6%; p < .001,       

ηG2  = .384) but not consistent word problem solving (4.1% vs. 1.8%; p = .091, ηG2  = .062). In 

addition, all the three-way interactions related to error type were found to be significant. 

Consistency by operation by error type: F(1,24) = 15.00, p < .001, ηG2  = .024; consistency by 

problem size by error type: F(1,24) = 4.60, p = .042, ηG2  = .006; operation by problem size by 

error type: F(1,24) = 6.79, p = .016, ηG2  = .006. Finally, the four-way interaction of consistency 

by operation by problem size by error type did also reach significance, F(1,24) = 23.55, p < .001, 

ηG2  = .016. 
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Figure 4-2. Bar charts showing the relation between operation, problem size, and error type in 

(A) consistent problems, and (B) inconsistent problems for the out-of-scanner task of children. 

The error bars represented the standard errors of mean. Conditions were named based on their 

consistency (C/I)-operation (A/S)-problem size (S/L). First letter: C = consistent, I = 

inconsistent; second letter: A = addition, S = subtraction; third letter: S = small, L = large. 

4.2.2.2 Neuroimaging results 

4.2.2.2.1 Main effect of consistency 

We compared the differences of children in BOLD signals between consistent and 

inconsistent word problems (Figure 4-3 and Table 4-1). Consistent problems recruited greater 

engagement in the medial prefrontal cortex and the left superior frontal gyrus than inconsistent 

problems. In contrast, inconsistent problems were involved more in the bilateral caudate, the 

left inferior frontal gyrus, and the left precuneus when compared with consistent problems. 
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Figure 4-3. Regions of children that showed different activation levels between consistent and 

inconsistent problems. Abbreviations: leading L = left; vmPFC = ventromedial prefrontal 

cortex, IFG = inferior frontal gyrus, SFG = superior frontal gyrus. 

Table 4-1. Clusters that showed a significant main effect of consistency in children. 

Contrast Region 
# of 

Voxels 
Peak 

t-score 
MNI Coordinates 
x y z 

Consistent > Inconsistent 
 R Medial Prefrontal Cortex 1047 5.31 2 36 -10 
 L Superior Frontal Gyrus 78 4.20 -18 38 40 
Inconsistent > Consistent 
 L Caudate 89 4.61 -16 2 20 
 R Caudate 94 4.14 10 2 16 
 L Precuneus 85 3.87 -4 -64 44 
 L Inferior Frontal Gyrus 66 3.42 -42 14 24 
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4.2.2.2.2 Main effect of operation 

We investigated the differences in brain activity of children between addition and 

subtraction problems (Table 4-2). Whilst the left fusiform gyrus exhibited stronger activation 

for addition than for subtraction, the frontal-parietal network, including the bilateral posterior 

parietal cortices and the right middle frontal gyrus, was more involved in subtraction than 

addition. Stronger activations in the right precentral gyrus and the left putamen were also 

detected for subtraction than for addition. 

 

Table 4-2. Clusters that showed a significant main effect of operation in children. 

Contrast Region 
# of 

Voxels 
Peak 

t-score 
MNI Coordinates 
x y z 

Addition > Subtraction 
 L Fusiform Gyrus/ 69 4.98 -32 -40 -14 
 L Parahippocampal Gyrus      
Subtraction > Addition 
 L Intraparietal Sulcus 439 4.98 -46 -36 44 
 R Superior Parietal Lobule/ 178 4.75 14 -62 56 
 R Inferior Parietal Lobule  3.28 28 -54 50 
 R Middle Frontal Gyrus 149 4.40 24 -6 48 
 R Precentral Gyrus/ 533 4.39 50 -18 48 
 R Postcentral Gyrus  4.21 36 -34 48 
 R Superior Pairetal Lobule 132 4.37 24 -60 48 
 L Putamen 178 4.26 -16 14 -2 
 L Superior Parietal Lobule 308 4.10 -22 -62 54 
       

4.2.2.2.3 Main effect of problem size 

We examined the effect of problem size on the neural activity of children during word 
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problem solving (Table 4-3). A cluster in the left superior frontal gyrus was detected for small 

problems over large problems. On the other hand, large problems activated more the bilateral 

posterior parietal cortices, the right cerebellum, and the left lingual gyrus. 

 

Table 4-3. Clusters that showed a significant main effect of problem size in children. 

Contrast Region 
# of 

Voxels 
Peak 

t-score 
MNI Coordinates 
x y z 

Small > Large 
 R Superior Frontal Gyrus 227 4.70 10 44 52 
Large > Small 
 R Cerebellum 664 4.82 24 -68 -22 
 R Inferior Parietal Lobule/ 118 4.38 36 -36 36 
 R Supramarginal Gyrus  4.07 44 -32 38 
 L Calcarine/ 78 4.14 -8 -58 4 
 L Lingual Gyrus  3.66 -10 -50 -2 
 L Intraparietal Sulcus/ 137 4.12 -40 -42 38 
 L Inferior Parietal Lobule  3.55 -50 -36 40 
 L Inferior Parietal Lobule/ 69 3.95 -32 -62 40 
 L Superior Parietal Lobule  3.33 -26 -70 44 
       

4.2.2.2.4 Interaction of consistency by operation 

No interaction was found between consistency and operation through whole-brain 

analysis, which indicated no differences in the operation effect on neural activity of children 

between consistent and inconsistent problems. 

4.2.2.2.5 Interaction of consistency by problem size 

No interaction was found between consistency and problem size through whole-brain 

analysis, which indicated no differences in the problem size effect on neural activity of children 
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between consistent and inconsistent problems. 

4.2.2.2.6 Interaction of operation by problem size 

We detected an interaction effect of operation by problem size on children particularly 

in the left putamen, the bilateral insulas, and the bilateral fusiform gyri (Figure 4-4 and Table 

4-4). Further simple effect analyses suggested that such interaction was based on the 

differences in problem size effect between addition and subtraction. While a regular problem 

size effect was found in addition problems that large problems recruited greater activation of 

the clusters than small problems (p ≤ .013), the problem size effect was inverted in subtraction 

that small problems showed stronger brain activity than small problems (p ≤ .029). 

 

Figure 4-4. Regions of children that showed the operation × problem size interaction. Bar charts 

showed the average beta values of the clusters, with error bars indicating the standard errors of 

the mean. Abbreviations: leading L = left, leading R = right. 
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Table 4-4. Clusters that showed significant interaction effects between consistency, operation, 

and problem size in children. 

Contrast Region 
# of 

Voxels 
Peak 

F-score 
MNI Coordinates 
x y z 

Consistency × Operation  
 No significant clusters      
Consistency × Problem Size 
 No significant clusters      
Operation × Problem Size 
 L Amygdala/ 603 24.23 -20 0 -18 
 L Putamen  23.30 -30 -18 2 
 R Hippocampus/ 524 23.78 26 -10 -20 
 R Insula  20.30 46 10 0 
 L Fusiform Gyrus 193 23.03 -26 -40 -18 
 R Parahippocampal Gyrus/ 118 18.71 34 -30 -16 
 R Fusiform Gyrus  15.47 22 -34 -16 
 L Insula 61 17.86 -44 6 2 
Consistency × Operation × Problem Size 
 L Thalamus 74 16.78 -6 -26 12 
       

4.2.2.2.7 Interaction of consistency by operation by problem size 

An interaction of consistency by operation by problem size was detected in the left 

thalamus of children (Table 4-4). During consistent problem solving, an interaction between 

operation and problem size was observed, F(1,24) = 24.75, p < .001, ηG2  = .031, such that 

small addition problems showed greater activation of the thalamus than large addition problems 

(p = .003), but large problems involved greater activation than small problems in subtraction 

(p = .006). However, the interaction of operation by problem size did not reach significance 

during inconsistent problem solving, F(1,24) = 4.21, p = .051, ηG2  = .017. 
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4.3 Age-Associated Effects on Word Problem Solving 

4.3.1 Methods 

In order to investigate age-related differences in brain responses underlying compare 

word problem solving, we include adult data from Chapter 3 and the children data from Chapter 

4 in the same fMRI analyses. To match the preprocessing procedures for both groups, we also 

apply the volume repair procedure conducted in Chapter 4 for movement correction to the adult 

participants. No differences were shown between adults and children in the deviant volumes 

repaired (p = .513). A 2 (consistency) × 2 (operation) × 2 (problem size) × 2 (age group: 

adults vs. children) mixed-design ANOVA was conducted on both behavioral and imaging 

results to investigate how the effects of the independent variables manipulated were different 

between the adult participants and the children in particular. For imaging results, significant 

clusters were determined using the same thresholds mentioned above, with a voxel-wise 

threshold of p < .001, and a cluster-level threshold of p < .05. 

4.3.2 Results 

4.3.2.1 Behavioral results 

4.3.2.1.1 Performance analysis 

We directly analyzed the out-of-scanner RCS for the between-group comparison. 

Results indicated that the performances of children were poorer than those of adults,    

F(1,59) = 15.61, p < .001, ηG2  = .167. Moreover, the interaction of problem size by age group 
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(Figure 4-5) was significant, F(1,59) = 10.54, p = .002, ηG2  = .004. However, all other by-

group interactions were negligible (all ps ≥ .103). According to a simple effect analysis of the 

significant interaction, the problem size effect (i.e., performing large problems worse than 

small problems) was significant for both groups, but it was larger for children (p < .001,     

ηG2  = .047) than for adults (p = .029, ηG2  = .004). 

 

Figure 4-5. A bar chart showing the relation between problem size and age group for the out-

of-scanner RCS. The error bars indicated the standard errors of mean. 

4.3.2.1.2 Error analysis 

We analyzed the error type-related effects between adults and children (Figure 4-6). 

The interaction of error type and age group was detected, F(1,59) = 12.13, p < .001, ηG2  = .037, 

such that the proportion of reverse errors made by children was higher (p < .001, ηG2  = .341) 

than the proportion of reverse errors made by adults (p < .001, ηG2  = .217). Other significant 
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interactions include age group by consistency by error type, F(1,59) = 18.95, p < .001,      

ηG2  = .028, age group by consistency by operation by error type, F(1,59) = 7.68, p = .007,    

ηG2  = .005, age group by operation by problem size by error type, F(1,59) = 7.62, p = .008,  

ηG2  = .004, and age group by consistency by operation by problem size by error type,    

F(1,59) = 29.94, p < .001, ηG2  = .012. The remaining did not reach significance (p ≥ .158). 

 

Figure 4-6. Bar charts showing the relation between different experimental conditions and error 

type in (A) adults, and (B) children for the out-of-scanner task. The error bars represented the 

standard errors of mean. Conditions were named based on their consistency (C/I)-operation 

(A/S)-problem size (S/L). First letter: C = consistent, I = inconsistent; second letter: A = 

addition, S = subtraction; third letter: S = small, L = large. 
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4.3.2.2 Neuroimaging results 

4.3.2.2.1 Main effect of age group 

We compared brain activities during word problem solving between children and adults 

(Figure 4-7 and Table 4-5). Adults exhibited stronger activation than children in widespread 

areas of the brain, including a huge cluster located in the bilateral occipital-parietal cortices, 

the bilateral frontal gyri, and the left middle temporal gyrus. In addition, adults also showed 

increased activity in the bilateral orbitofrontal cortices and the right cingulate cortex. No 

clusters of greater activation were shown for children than for young adults. 

 

Table 4-5. Clusters showed the main effect of age group during word problem solving. 

Contrast Region 
# of 

Voxels 
Peak 

t-score 
MNI Coordinates 
x y z 

Children > Adults 
 No significant clusters      
Adults > Children 
 L Lingual Gyrus/ 35446 15.07 -6 -88 -8 
 R Middle Occipital Gyrus/  11.54 16 -94 12 
 Bil Occipital-Parietal Area      
 R Middle Frontal Gyrus/ 875 5.29 42 6 54 
 R Inferior Frontal Gyrus  4.84 52 10 22 
 L Middle Temporal Gyrus 210 5.05 -54 -22 -6 
 L Orbitofrontal Cortex 171 4.81 -30 46 -12 
 R Cingulate Cortex 1232 4.5 8 -14 42 
 R Middle Frontal Gyrus/ 268 4.47 44 32 18 
 R Inferior Frontal Gyrus  3.87 52 42 4 
 R Orbitofrontal Cortex 101 4.25 34 40 -10 
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Figure 4-7. Regions that showed a main effect of age group on neural activity. Abbreviations: 

leading L = left, leading R = right; OFC = orbitofrontal cortex, MTG = middle temporal gyrus, 

ACC= anterior cingulate cortex, MFG = middle frontal gyrus. 

4.3.2.2.2 Interaction of consistency by age group 

No interaction was found between consistency and age group. 

4.3.2.2.3 Interaction of operation by age group 

No interaction was found between operation and age group. 

4.3.2.2.4 Interaction of problem size by age group 

No interaction was found between consistency and problem size. 

4.3.2.2.5 Interaction of consistency by operation by age group 

The interaction of consistency by operation by age group was found in the bilateral 
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middle frontal gyri as well as the supplementary motor area (Figure 4-8 and Table 4-6). 

Specifically, the interaction of consistency by operation for adults was significant (all ps 

< .001). While a regular operation effect was observed during consistent problem solving that 

subtraction recruited stronger activation than addition (all ps ≤ .011), an inverse operation 

effect was detected during inconsistent problem solving such that addition problems were 

associated with stronger activation when compared with subtraction problems (all ps ≤ .001). 

Nonetheless, children showed no interaction between consistency and operation (all ps ≥ .076). 

Additionally, to account for the effects of the varying performances among participants, we 

conducted an ANCOVA with the out-of-scanner RCS as a covariate. After controlling for the 

task performances, the interaction of consistency by operation by age remained significant in 

the mentioned brain regions (ps ≤ .005). 

 

Table 4-6. Clusters showed interaction of consistency × operation × age group. 

Contrast Region 
# of 

Voxels 
Peak 

F-score 
MNI Coordinates 
x y z 

Consistency × Operation × Age Group 
 L Middle Frontal Gyrus 204 23.65 -34 0 52 
 R Middle Frontal Gyrus 93 19.50 34 0 48 
 L Supplementary Motor Area/ 168 18.91 -8 18 44 
 R Supplementary Motor Area  15.08 4 20 42 
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Figure 4-8. Regions that showed interaction of consistency by operation by age group. Bar 

charts showed the average beta values of the clusters, with error bars indicating the standard 

errors of the mean. Abbreviations: leading L = left, leading R = right, leading Bil = bilateral; 

MFG = middle frontal gyrus, SMA = supplementary motor area; Con = consistent, Incon = 

inconsistent. 

4.3.2.2.6 Interaction of consistency by problem size by age group 

No interaction of consistency by problem size by age group was found. 

4.3.2.2.7 Interaction of operation by problem size by age group 

The right middle frontal gyrus and the left supramarginal gyrus exhibited an interaction 
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of operation by problem size by age group (Figure 4-9 and Table 4-7). To further examine this 

interaction, we compared the interaction effects of operation by problem size in these two 

clusters between adults and children. For adults, an interaction of operation by problem size 

was detected (p ≤ .036). Within the right middle frontal gyrus of adults, no activational 

differences were detected between small and large problems in addition (p = .109), but a 

stronger activity was observed for large subtraction problems than for small subtraction 

problems (p = .030). The activational pattern in the left supramarginal gyrus of adults was 

similar that no problem size effect was detected during addition (p = .212), and the activation 

was slightly stronger for large subtraction than for small subtraction (p = .090). The interaction 

between operation and problem size was also significant for children (p ≤ .002). A regular 

problem size effect was observed on children’s addition that large problems recruited greater 

activation than small problems (all ps ≤ .014), but the effect was inverted during children’s 

subtraction such that small problems showed greater activation than large problems (significant 

for the right middle frontal gyrus: p = .007; marginally significant for the left supramarginal 

gyrus: p = .060). Finally, we added the out-of-scanner RCS as a covariate, and the interaction 

of operation by problem size by age remained significant after controlling for participants’ 

performances (ps < .001). 
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Figure 4-9. Regions that showed interaction of operation by problem size by age group. Bar 

charts showed the average beta values of the clusters, with error bars indicating the standard 

errors of the mean. Abbreviations: leading L = left, leading R = right; MFG = middle frontal 

gyrus, SMG = supramarginal gyrus; Add = addition, Sub = subtraction. 

Table 4-7. Clusters showed interaction of operation × problem size × age group. 

Contrast Region 
# of 

Voxels 
Peak 

F-score 
MNI Coordinates 
x y z 

Operation × Problem Size × Age Group 
 R Middle Frontal Gyrus 85 17.32 52 26 26 
 L Supramarginal Gyrus 59 16.50 -64 -22 36 
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4.3.2.2.8 Interaction of consistency by operation by problem size by age group 

Finally, the four-way interaction of consistency by operation by problem size by age 

group was detected in the left thalamus (k = 96, peak F-score = 21.75, [-8 -26 12]). Further 

analyses showed that the interaction effects of consistency by operation by problem size were 

significant for both adults (p = .006) and children (p < .001). For adults, the three-way 

interaction occurred between operation and problem size during inconsistent problem solving 

(p = .003) but not consistent problem solving (p = .735). More specifically, small problems 

showed smaller activity of the cluster than large problems during inconsistent subtraction    

(p < .001), but such differences were not observed for inconsistent addition (p = .731). For 

children, both consistent and inconsistent problems showed interaction effects between 

operation and problem size (p ≤ .022). During consistent problem solving, small problems 

showed greater activation than large problems during addition (p = .006), but large problems 

involved greater activation than large problems in subtraction (p = .005). During inconsistent 

problem solving, no differences between small and large problems were detected during 

addition (p = .201), but small problems involved greater activation than large problems in 

subtraction (p = .049). Finally, the interaction of consistency by operation by problem size by 

age remained significant after controlling for the out-of-scanner RCS (p = .005). 

4.4 Discussion 

In the present study, we examined how brain responses of children towards word 
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problem solving were altered by problem size, operation, and consistency of the problems. 

Whilst the behavioral patterns of children’s and adults’ task performances were found to be 

similar, the brain responses of children towards word problem solving were different from that 

of adults. Importantly, significant differences in brain activities between inconsistent and 

consistent problem solving were observed in children, and such differences were not observed 

in adults. The interaction between consistency and operation, however, was not observed in 

children but in adults. On the other hand, although the regular main effects of operation and 

problem size on children were observed and were similar to those on adults, the interaction 

between these numerical factors was different between the two age groups. In short, these 

findings have not only uncovered the essential roles of numerical and linguistic factors in word 

problem solving, but also indicated the interactive effects are possibly learned effects which 

are not yet developed even in middle and late childhood. 

The most critical finding of this study is the interaction between language consistency 

and operation during word problem solving. This interaction for children is noticeable only on 

the behavioral performances but not on the neural activation. It is possible that children also 

show a regular operation effect during inconsistent word problem solving, but the increased 

loading due to the inconsistent language makes them perform poorly in both inconsistent 

addition and subtraction problems. Even more importantly, how language consistency alters 

operation effects varies with age, and such interaction is observed in the bilateral middle frontal 
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gyri particularly. While an inverse operation effect is exhibited during adults’ inconsistent 

problem solving, we did hypothesize a similar pattern in children based on the markedness 

hypothesis. As indicated by Clark (1969), marked terms (e.g., less) are less easily accessed than 

unmarked terms (e.g., more). As a consequence, both consistent subtraction and inconsistent 

addition problems that contain marked (or negative) relational terms tend to be more difficult 

than consistent addition or inconsistent subtraction which contain unmarked (or positive) 

relational terms. Moreover, Wilcox and Palermo (1997) suggest that children appear to 

understand the positive term “more” much earlier than its antonym “less”. In this case, the 

markedness effects should be even larger for children when compared with the adult 

participants. We do observe this markedness effect on children’s behavioral data that children 

are prone to reverse errors for solutions of the marked word problems (i.e., consistent 

subtraction and inconsistent addition). However, because of the failure to observe increased 

brain activities towards problems with marked relational terms in children, the markedness 

effect is demonstrated to be less probable in the current study, or it is not conclusive itself.  

On the other hand, this interaction might be explained by the strategy selection being 

different between adults and children. The middle frontal gyrus can be an indicator of the 

strategy selection during mental arithmetic. The middle frontal gyrus tends to be more active 

for problems resolved through procedural approaches, which are more common in subtraction, 

than direct retrieval, which is usually conducted in simple arithmetic or addition (Grabner et 
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al., 2009; Stanescu-Cosson et al., 2000). As mentioned earlier, the presentation of the 

inconsistent problems may promote the alternative strategy of subtraction through indirect 

addition in adults, thereby resulting in a lower level of activation during inconsistent 

subtraction. Even though some previous studies have provided the possibility of children using 

this alternative strategy, subtraction by addition is rare in children (De Smedt, Torbeyns, 

Stassens, Ghesquière, & Verschaffel, 2010; Peters, De Smedt, Torbeyns, Ghesquière, & 

Verschaffel, 2013; Torbeyns et al., 2009). By using the conventional strategies for addition and 

subtraction, children show regular operation effects on both consistent and inconsistent word 

problems. Since Torbeyns et al. (2009) has demonstrated the high efficiency of subtracting 

through indirect addition in young adults, promoting this alternative strategy potentially helps 

children perform inconsistent subtraction better. Yet, more research is needed regarding the 

instruction, as De Smedt et al. (2010) indicate that children hardly pick up this strategy even 

when they are explicitly taught. It should also be noted that the potential explanation is based 

primarily on the inference of the neuroimaging results, and should be further corroborated in 

the future with the aid of strategy assessments, for example. Nonetheless, supported by the 

neuroimaging evidence, it is clear that the problem description alters the word problem 

solutions in an age-specific manner. 

Another important finding is the alteration of brain representation by problem 

description. Corroborating with the consistency hypothesis, we have revealed that both adults 
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and children are prone to reverse errors due to word problems containing inconsistent 

languages (Cummins et al., 1988; Lewis & Mayer, 1987; Riley & Greeno, 1988; Riley et al., 

1983). Nevertheless, the previous literature had never examined brain activities in response to 

such a hypothesis. As a result, we have provided the first piece of fMRI evidence regarding the 

differences in neural representation between consistent and inconsistent problems. While 

activities of the inferior frontal gyrus and the caudate have been previously reported to be 

associated with cognitive tasks that required inhibitory control (Durston et al., 2002; 

Jahanshahi, Obeso, Rothwell, & Obeso, 2015), we have demonstrated the implication of these 

regions in children’s inconsistent word problem solving. On the other hand, the medial 

prefrontal cortex, as a core region of the default mode network, usually show increased 

deactivation during cognitively demanding tasks (Daselaar, Prince, & Cabeza, 2004; Kelly, 

Uddin, Biswal, Castellanos, & Milham, 2008; Weissman, Roberts, Visscher, & Woldorff, 

2006). Our findings have exhibited the medial prefrontal cortex to be more deactivated during 

inconsistent problem solutions. In other words, when compared with consistent problems, the 

processing of inconsistent problems appears to be more demanding in terms of inhibitory 

control. 

This is in fact supported by the behavioral study of Lubin, Vidal, Lanoë, Houdé, and 

Borst (2013) that inhibitory control is required for arithmetic word problem solving, especially 

when the relational terms are inconsistent with the operations to be performed. As 
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aforementioned, because the heuristic strategy to directly translate “more” into addition or “less” 

into subtraction will lead to incorrect solutions of inconsistent problems, such a misleading 

strategy has to be inhibited to appropriately solve the word problems. More importantly, 

although we do not observe significantly increased activity of the inhibitory network in adult 

participants alone, the involvement of the inhibitory control network is shown when we 

combine the data of both adults and children (data not shown), and no interaction between 

consistency and age group is detected. Durston et al. (2002) have pointed out that older children 

may show an adult-like activational pattern in the inhibitory network. Also, no significant 

differences between the age groups are shown on the negative priming in the behavioral tasks 

of Lubin et al. (2013). As a consequence, we may infer that the problem description should be 

influential to the brain representations of word problem solving despite the age of problem 

solvers (at least no difference is found between young adults and children from Grade 3 to 

Grade 6 in the current study), and inhibitory control is undoubtedly critical for successful 

solving of arithmetic word problems. 

Besides, we have also provided novel evidence of the main effects and interactions 

between operation and problem size on brain activity during arithmetic word problem solving. 

The effects of these two numerical factors on simple arithmetic has been well documented for 

both adults and children (Menon, 2014; Peters & De Smedt, 2018). For instance, since addition 

and small problems are more likely to be solved through direct retrieval, these problems are 
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often linked to memory-associated regions such as the angular gyrus for adults, and the 

hippocampus for children. On the other hand, subtraction and large problems tend to be 

resolved using procedural approaches, and increased activity of the frontal-parietal network of 

cognitive control is usually implicated. Likewise, our findings have demonstrated a stronger 

involvement of the frontal-parietal network for subtraction and large problems when compared 

with addition and small problems, respectively. Moreover, our behavioral results have revealed 

a smaller problem size effect for the adults than for children, further validating the previous 

research that problem size effect may decrease with age (Imbo & Vandierendonck, 2008). 

However, no between-group differences of neural representations in either effect of operation 

or problem size are observed, suggesting similar networks to be recruited during the task, but 

the efficiency of these networks possibly result in the behavioral performances being different 

between young adults and children. In brief, while previous studies tend to focus on the 

numerical effects on simple arithmetic, we have demonstrated these effects even within the 

context of arithmetic word problems, further indicating their being independent of problem 

formats. 

Despite the robust main effects of operation and problem size, respectively, systematic 

investigations on their interactive effects on brain responses to simple arithmetic are scarce, 

not to mention these effects in response to word problem solving. In other words, previous 

literature has demonstrated the effect of problem size in different arithmetic operations 
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(Barrouillet, Mignon, & Thevenot, 2008; LeFevre & Morris, 1999; Van Beek, Ghesquièr, De 

Smedt, & Lagae, 2014), they rarely showed whether or not participants’ performances in 

problems with different problem sizes varied with the operations. To our knowledge, the study 

of De Smedt et al. (2011) appears to be the only fMRI empirical study of the interactive effect 

between operation and problem size. They do find a significant problem size effect in the 

superior parietal lobule only during subtraction but not addition problems, suggesting that the 

region should be more sensitive to difficult problems (i.e., large subtraction). It is, however, 

worth mentioning that this previous interactive effect is different from our observation on the 

same interaction during the solution of children’s arithmetic word problems. 

In our study, a regular problem size effect is observed during addition problems in the 

bilateral insulas and fusiform gyri. While fusiform is associated with number form processing, 

and the insula is linked to attentional and cognitive control, both of them are often co-activated 

during arithmetic tasks, and their activities tend to increase with task difficulty (Menon, 2014). 

Different from the simple arithmetic task of De Smedt et al. (2011) , large addition should be 

difficult enough to be differentiated from small addition within the word problem contexts in 

the current task, therefore leading to a significant problem size effect observed in those areas. 

On the other hand, an inverse problem size effect is observed in those regions during 

subtraction. While this finding seems to be counterintuitive, it could be explained by the 

impaired activity of the cognitive control network due to the exceeding demand for cognitive 
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resources. For example, Ko et al. (2013) have compared the differences in brain activity during 

working memory tasks between healthy adults and adults with attention-deficit hyperactivity 

disorder (ADHD). While the control exhibit increased activation in working memory-

associated network from low-demanding to high-demanding tasks, adults with ADHD show 

an inverted pattern such that their brain activities drop with increased loading of the task. This 

is explained by the authors as demands of tasks surpassing the limited working memory 

capacity of participants with ADHD. In a similar manner, we have demonstrated an interaction 

between the numerical factors and age group in the middle frontal gyrus and the supramarginal 

gyrus. As mentioned, both areas are included in the central executive network, and are recruited 

especially for arithmetic tasks heavily dependent on working memory (Barbey et al., 2013; 

Edin et al., 2009; Menon, 2016). Adults have shown increased activation from small 

subtraction to large subtraction, whereas children exhibit decreased activation of the clusters. 

These findings indicate that the task demands possibly exceed children’s working memory 

loading, which is supported by the relatively poor behavioral performance of children when 

compared with the adults. Therefore, despite the robustness of these numerical effects, the 

problem difficulty and the competence of participants could potentially modulate these effects.  
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Chapter 5 Summary and Implication 

Mathematical word problems are important exercises for connecting the mathematical 

knowledge taught at school with real-world problems. However, both children and adults 

struggle with arithmetic word problems, although the corresponding arithmetic skills have 

already been acquired. Numerous studies have devoted to investigating the factors contributing 

to the difficulty of word problem solving, but few have attempted to examine the underlying 

mechanisms using neuroimaging techniques. In this present study, we are investigating the 

neural mechanisms toward arithmetic word problems using functional magnetic resonance 

imaging (fMRI). Further, the current behavioral literature on word problems, although 

extensive, neglects the importance of numerical factors on problem complexity and difficulty, 

not to mention the interaction between numerical and linguistic factors. Therefore, we examine 

how problem size, required operation, lexical consistency, and their potential interactions 

modulate the word problem-related brain networks. 

Briefly, in Study 1, we compare the neural differences between reading problems with 

and without the need for numerical information manipulation. Our data on adults suggest 

distinct networks for the two types of problems even when they are conducted equally well. 

The arithmetic word problem solving is associated with greater activation in the frontal-parietal 

network, whereas the non-arithmetic word problems involve more in the perisylvian areas. In 

addition, the bilateral IPS activation uniquely predicts the performances on arithmetic word 
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problems but not the other, further highlighting the essential engagement of the posterior 

parietal cortex for processing numerical information. These results suggest that text 

comprehension without numerical manipulation requires more language processing-related 

resources than the solving of word problems, probably because of the higher demands for 

semantic manipulation and integration. More importantly, the results imply that word problem 

solving is not likely to be a form of text comprehension, but a practice heavily depends on 

cognitive control for the generation of appropriate mathematical models.  

In Study 2, we examine neural substrates of the problem size effect and the operation 

effect during word problem solving. Moreover, we investigate whether the consistency effect 

the relation between text comprehension and numerical processing. In this way, we may 

elucidate the roles of both linguistic and numerical factors. Our results reveal typical numerical 

effects in word problems. Also, a reversed operation effect is shown in the brain activity 

towards word problems involved inconsistent languages. Subtraction problems are usually 

more demanding than the addition, probably because of the more commonly applied procedural 

strategies in subtraction but not in addition, thereby activating more strongly the cognitive 

control network. The inverted operation effect could result from the markedness hypothesis 

that the marked terms (e.g., less) are more salient and more difficult to be disconnected with 

subtraction than applying the unmarked terms (e.g., more). Another explanation could be the 

adults performing inconsistent subtraction through indirect addition, thereby lowering the 
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demands for cognitive resources during subtraction. Yet, further research is still needed for 

better understanding this interaction. Nonetheless, these results provide evidence for the 

important role of numerical factors. Moreover, although Study 1 suggests that arithmetic word 

problem solving is less dependent on language processing, the current study reveals the 

potential modulation of numerical processing by linguistic factors.  

In Study 3, we take a developmental approach and examine the children’s arithmetic 

word problem solving. Furthermore, we investigate how similar or different children are from 

young adults in terms of the brain mechanisms of word problem solving. Our results suggest 

that the inhibitory control network is more strongly recruited during inconsistent word problem 

solving, and no group differences are observed between adults and children in this consistency 

effect. In line with the previous research, we have demonstrated an age-independent role of 

inhibitory control especially for inconsistent problem solutions. On the other hand, the frontal-

insular-parietal network is more involved in large problems and subtraction problems than 

small and addition problems, respectively, and such pattern is indistinguishable in the current 

study, further corroborating the format-independent effects of these numerical factors. Most 

importantly, we have revealed no interaction between consistency and operation in children. 

Although we inferred from Study 2 that the markedness of relational terms may alter the effect 

of operation on word problem solving, results from Study 3 shows that such explanation is 

highly restricted. On the other hand, this could be a result of the differences in strategic choices 
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between children and adults. Not being able to apply the same strategy as adults do possibly 

results in the poor behavioral performances of children, and thus promotion of such a strategy 

potential increases the performance of children in inconsistent word problem solving. 

All in all, the current study has provided novel insights into the underlying mechanisms 

of arithmetic word problem solving with the aid of behavioral assessments and fMRI 

techniques. While previous behavioral studies have pointed out critical components for word 

problem solving, these efforts are limited to the separate investigations on either numerical or 

linguistic factors. However, we have further examined the interactive effects between them in 

this thesis. More importantly, we have taken a neuroimaging approach which has provided us 

insights into the brain mechanisms regarding these critical cognitive components. We have 

compared the reading of word problems with and without numerical manipulation using fMRI 

techniques for the very first time. Although behavioral performances in the two conditions do 

not differ, the fMRI approach helps us clarify cognitive correlates of the two types of problems, 

respectively. This current study contributes not only to identifying the difficulty of word 

problems, but also to how individual differences are caused in response to brain activation.  

Moreover, we indicate the vital role of the numerical and linguistic components in word 

problems, and further demonstrate with fMRI techniques their interactive effects during word 

problem solving for the first time. Similarly, although the behavioral patterns are alike for both 

children and adults, examination of the neural substrates provides a better understanding of the 
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age-associated differences in mechanisms of word problem solving. Critically, we have 

captured the important developmental changes in the neural basis of word problem solving, 

since the way of linguistic factors modulating the processing of numerical information of adults 

is not yet observed even in older children. Altogether, the current thesis has contributed to 

resolving the unsolved questions regarding word problem solving. Through careful 

experimental designs, we have provided a deeper understanding of this important mathematical 

practice. Hopefully, it serves as the foundation of future studies of mathematical cognition as 

well as a link between neuroscience and education, possibly contributing to improving 

pedagogical designs for mathematical learning and making the world a better place. 
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Appendix A 

Stimuli used in Study 1 

Table A1 

Arithmetic and nonarithmetic word problems – Version A 

Condition Question 
AWP 班上有 27 人，一人分一顆糖果，其中 4 人沒分到，一共有 24 顆糖

果。 
AWP 有 29 位小朋友，一人分一張色紙，不夠 9 張色紙，色紙有 19 張。 
AWP 盤子裡有 16 塊餅乾，蛋糕比餅乾少 4 塊，盤子裡有 11 塊蛋糕。 
AWP 小明每天寫數學花 20 分鐘，寫國語花 15 分鐘，他一共花 36 分鐘在寫

作業。 
AWP 排隊玩雲霄飛車，大雄排在第 39 個，往前數 5 個是靜香，靜香排第 

33 個。 
AWP 品如有 7 顆巧克力，湘萍有 14 顆，品如比湘萍少 7 顆巧克力。 
AWP 盤子裡有櫻桃和葡萄，櫻桃有 11 顆，葡萄比櫻桃多 6 顆，葡萄有 17 

顆。 
AWP 池塘裡有 8 隻白天鵝和 7 隻黑天鵝，池塘裡有 15 隻天鵝。 
AWP 有一包巧克力，其中有黑巧克力 27 顆和白巧克力 13 顆，黑巧克力比

白巧克力多 14 顆。 
AWP 這裡有 12 隻襪子，其中紅襪有 8 隻，其他的都是黃襪，黃襪有 4 隻。 
AWP 池塘裡原有 39 隻鴨，游走 9 隻後，池塘裡還剩下 30 隻鴨。 
AWP 嘉嘉聽演講，跟她坐同一排的有 8 個人，這一排共有 8 個人。 
AWP 便利商店集滿 15 點可以換一台玩具車。誠誠已經集了 11 點，還要再

集 5 點就可以換玩具車。 
AWP 停車場裡已經停了 17 輛車，只能再停 8 輛車，這個停車場能停 24 輛

車。 
AWP 小芳有 18 元，想買一個麵包和豆漿不夠 5 元，麵包和豆漿一共 22

元。 
AWP 樹上有 13 隻麻雀，飛來 1 隻藍鵲嚇走 4 隻麻雀，樹上剩下 10 隻麻

雀。 
AWP 王老師的班上有 12 個男生、16 個女生，班上一共有 28 個學生。 
AWP 雜貨店賣軟糖一包 85 元，棒棒糖比軟糖便宜 14 元，一包棒棒糖 71

元。 
AWP 小玉這次數學考 89 分，比上次少 10 分，上次是考 99 分。 
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AWP 宜君有 75 元，想要買一個漢堡，不夠 15 元，一個漢堡賣 90 元。 
AWP 小智買了一個 78 元的鉛筆盒後，還剩下 5 元，小智原有 83 元。 
AWP 芊樺有 4 枝紅筆、 5 枝藍筆和 7 枝鉛筆，芊樺一共有 10 支原子

筆。 
AWP 魚缸裡有 4 條紅魚和 11 條黃魚，黃魚比紅魚多 6 條。 
AWP 公車上原來有乘客 9 個人，到站後有 6 個人上車，現在公車上一共有

16 個人。 
AWP 花園裡有 18 朵紅花和 9 朵黃花，紅花比黃花多 10 朵。 
AWP 書櫃中的名人傳記有 7 本，小百科有 6 本，一共有 12 本書。 
AWP 彥傑收集好寶寶貼紙，已經有 27 點，再收集 8 點就可以換筆記本，

換筆記本需要 36 點。 
AWP 自動販賣機有兩排商品、一排有五個另外一排有六個，總共有 11 種商

品可以購買。 
AWP 大仁早餐喝了一杯 35 元的咖啡又吃了一塊 30 元的蛋糕，大仁的早餐

一共花了 65 元。 
AWP 小真有 13 顆糖果，分給同學一人 1 顆，糖果剩下 9 顆，同學有 4 人。 
AWP 小山有 24 個玩偶，小珍有 29 個，小山比小珍少 5 個玩偶。 
AWP 冰箱裡有 13 瓶葡萄汁和 28 瓶蘋果汁，葡萄汁比蘋果汁少 15 瓶。 
NWP 佩君去買文具, 買了整組文具找回好幾元。佩君帶的錢足夠買文具。 
NWP 文君和曉玟的錢合起來剛好夠買飲料。文君自己的錢不夠買飲料。 
NWP 美美回家搭電梯，先搭到阿姨家打招呼，之後再向上走回家，美美家

住在阿姨家樓上。 
NWP 小玉買了個洋娃娃，小玲買了包黏土，小玲花錢比小玉少。黏土比較

便宜。 
NWP 糖果罐裡有一些糖果，再放進幾顆後，就有更多糖果，糖果罐裡原來

沒有這麼多糖果。 
NWP 合作社早上賣出了芝麻包，下午賣出了肉包，下午沒有賣出包子。 
NWP 排隊升旗，郁藍排在中間，郁藍後面沒有人。 
NWP 小華用蘋果和牛奶打果汁，試喝之後決定多加牛奶，小華沒有用牛

奶。 
NWP 一副撲克牌有好幾張，不小心弄丟一些後，還剩下幾張。這副撲克牌

沒有變少。 
NWP 過年伯母們決定每人都要準備年菜, 奶奶又另外訂了幾道。伯母們的年

菜是訂的。 
NWP 偉偉買了紅筆和膠水，偉偉現在沒有紅筆。 
NWP 老師想把餅乾分給班上的小朋友, 每人都要分到, 但是不夠分。班上小

朋友比餅乾多。 
NWP 一盤水餃，表弟吃掉些許後還有剩下幾顆。表弟沒有全部吃掉。 
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NWP 阿姨坐電梯往下樓到書城，書城在樓下。 
NWP 安安的撲滿裡有好幾元，她要再存一些，才夠買一枝筆。撲滿裡的錢

不夠買一枝筆。 
NWP 妹妹昨天吃了幾顆草莓，今天又吃了一些草莓，妹妹這兩天都有吃草

莓。 
NWP 小真買了肉包、甜甜圈和紅豆餅，小真沒有買甜點。 
NWP 哥哥的錢比弟弟多 ，弟弟的錢又比妹妹少。妹妹沒有錢，哥哥有。 
NWP 教室裡有許多人, 走掉幾個人到教室外做打掃工作。教室外面沒有人在

打掃。 
NWP 罐子裡有些許隻紅色棒棒糖, 沒有黃色的棒棒糖, 罐子裡的黃色棒棒糖

比較多。 
NWP 生態園裡有一些昆蟲，蝴蝶比蜻蜓少，生態園區裡蜻蜓數量最少。 
NWP 平平有一些故事書，每一本書都裝書套後書套不夠，書套比故事書

少。 
NWP 小鈴有桃子，曉蓉也有桃子，小玲的桃子比曉蓉多，小玲有比較多桃

子。 
NWP 有人在排隊買票，有人排在爸爸後面，爸爸後面沒有人排隊。 
NWP 妹妹玩跳繩，跳了幾下後, 休息一陣子, 又跳了好幾下。妹妹今天有跳

跳繩。 
NWP 停車場有汽車，機車比汽車多，停車場裡有機車。 
NWP 姐姐買了草莓蛋糕和香草蛋糕, 還有可樂。她買了不同口味的蛋糕。 
NWP 媽媽上午烤了幾個蛋糕, 下午又烤了幾個蛋糕, 媽媽今天沒有烤蛋糕。 
NWP 小安排隊看表演，拿到號碼牌，小安前面是小禹，小禹沒有拿到號碼

牌。 
NWP 佩玲左邊口袋裡的彈珠比右邊口袋裡的彈珠多, 她左邊口袋沒有彈珠。 
NWP 依真的班上有一半的人走路上學，依真的班上沒有人不是走路上學。 
NWP 箱子裡有蓮霧和櫻桃，蓮霧比櫻桃少，櫻桃比較多。 

 

Table A2 

Arithmetic and nonarithmetic word problems – Version B 

Condition Question 
AWP 佩君有 59 元，買了一組文具找回 6 元，一組文具是 52 元。 
AWP 文君有 7 元，曉玟有 8 元，兩人的錢剛好夠買一杯飲料，一杯飲料 16

元。 
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AWP 美美搭電梯，先到 14 樓找阿姨，之後再向上走 3 樓回家，美美家住

在第 16 樓。 
AWP 小玉買一個 69 元的洋娃娃，小玲買了一包黏土，比小玉少花 8 元，

黏土一包 60 元。 
AWP 糖果罐裡有一些糖果，再放進 23 顆後，就有 75 顆，糖果罐裡原來有

51 顆糖果。 
AWP 合作社早上賣出了 5 個芝麻包，下午賣出 8 個肉包，共賣出 13 個包

子。 
AWP 排隊升旗，每一排都有 10 個人，郁藍排在第 8 個，排在郁藍後面的有 

2 個人。 
AWP 小華用蘋果和 2 杯牛奶打果汁，試喝之後多加 1 杯牛奶，小華總共用

了 3 杯牛奶。 
AWP 一副撲克牌有 52 張，不小心弄丟一些後，還剩下 48 張，弄丟了撲克

牌 4 張。 
AWP 過年三個伯母決定每人準備一道年菜，奶奶又訂了五道，總共有 8 道

菜。 
AWP 偉偉買了一個 13 元的紅筆和一罐 7 元的膠水，偉偉現在一共花 20 

元。 
AWP 老師想把 29 包餅乾分給班上的小朋友，每人分 1 包但不夠 7 包，班

上有 35 位小朋友。 
AWP 一盤水餃有 25 顆, 表弟吃掉一些後還剩 8 顆,表弟吃掉 16 顆水餃。 
AWP 阿姨從 33 樓坐電梯往下走 20 樓到書城，書城在第 12 樓。 
AWP 安安的撲滿裡有 8 元，她要再存 5 元，才夠買一枝 14 元的鉛筆。 
AWP 妹妹昨天吃了 6 顆草莓，今天又吃了 8 顆草莓，妹妹這兩天共吃了 15

顆草莓。 
AWP 小真買了 5 個肉包、3 個甜甜圈和 1 個紅豆餅，他買了 4 個甜點。 
AWP 哥哥的錢比弟弟多 8 元，弟弟的錢又比妹妹少 5 元，妹妹有 12 

元，哥哥有 15 元。 
AWP 教室裡原有 27 個人，10 個人到教室外做打掃工作後，教室裡還有 17

個人。 
AWP 罐子裡有有 8 隻紅色棒棒糖，4 隻黃色棒棒糖，全部有 12 隻棒棒糖。 
AWP 生態園裡有 19 隻蜻蜓，蝴蝶比蜻蜓少 6 隻，蝴蝶有 13 隻。 
AWP 平平有 14 本故事書，一本書裝 1 個書套，書套不夠 3 個，一共有 13

個書套。 
AWP 小鈴有 14 個桃子，曉蓉有 6 個，小玲比曉蓉多 9 個桃子。 
AWP 有 38 人在排隊買票，排在爸爸後面的有 11 人，爸爸排在第 28 

個。 
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AWP 妹妹玩跳繩，跳了 12 下, 休息一陣子後又跳了 7 下,妹妹總共跳了 18
下。 

AWP 停車場有 12 輛汽車，機車比汽車多 7 輛，機車有 18 輛。 
AWP 姐姐買了 6 個草莓蛋糕和 7 個香草蛋糕和一瓶可樂，他買了 14 個蛋

糕。 
AWP 媽媽上午烤了 13 個蛋糕, 下午烤了 18 個蛋糕, 媽媽今天總共烤了 31

個蛋糕。 
AWP 小安排隊看表演，拿到 77 號的號碼牌，往前數 7 個是小禹，小禹的

號碼牌是 70 號。 
AWP 佩玲的左邊口袋有 18 顆彈珠，右邊口袋有 10 顆，他共有 28 顆彈珠。 
AWP 依真的班上有 32 人，走路上學的有 20 人，不是走路的有 12 人。 
AWP 箱子裡有 59 顆蓮霧和一些櫻桃，蓮霧比櫻桃少 20 顆，櫻桃有 79 顆。 
NWP 班上同學好幾位, 每個人分一顆糖, 其中有人沒分到, 糖果不夠分給班

上每個人。 
NWP 有幾位小朋友,每人都要分到色紙, 但有人沒有分到。色紙不夠分。 
NWP 盤子裡有餅乾，蛋糕比餅乾少幾塊。盤子裡有蛋糕也有餅乾。 
NWP 小明每天都要花好幾分鐘的時間寫數學和國語，他每天都有寫作業。 
NWP 排隊玩雲霄飛車，大雄在排隊，靜香排在大雄前面，靜香後面有人排

隊。 
NWP 品如有巧克力，湘萍沒有巧克力，品如的巧克力比湘萍少。 
NWP 盤子裡有櫻桃和葡萄，葡萄比櫻桃多顆，盤子裡葡萄比較少顆。 
NWP 池塘裡有白天鵝和黑天鵝，池塘裡都是白色的天鵝。 
NWP 有一包巧克力，其中有黑巧克力和白巧克力，黑巧克力比較多。這包

巧克力裡面沒有黑巧克力。 
NWP 這裡有一些襪子，其中一些是紅襪，其他的都是黃襪，這裡還有一些

綠色襪子。 
NWP 池塘裡原本有很多鴨子, 游走了幾隻後, 池塘裡的鴨子沒有變少。 
NWP 嘉嘉聽演講, 她坐的這排坐滿了人, 嘉嘉旁邊的位置有人坐。 
NWP 便利商店集滿一定點數可以換一台玩具車。誠誠如果想要玩具車，就

需要集點數。 
NWP 停車場原本就停了好多車, 只能再停幾輛車, 這個停車場快停滿了 。 
NWP 小芳有錢，想買麵包和豆漿但錢不夠，小芳沒有買到麵包和豆漿。 
NWP 樹上有一些麻雀，飛來了藍鵲嚇走幾隻麻雀，樹上剩下更少的麻雀。 
NWP 王老師的班上有男生還有女生，班上的學生只有男生。 
NWP 雜貨店賣軟糖和棒棒糖，棒棒糖比軟糖便宜。雜貨店沒有賣棒棒糖。 
NWP 小玉這次數學考試分數比上次少，小玉上次考的比較差。 
NWP 宜君買了漢堡後, 還有剩下的錢。宜君帶的錢不夠買漢堡。 
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NWP 小智去買了鉛筆盒以後, 還有剩下的錢。小智原本帶的錢不夠。 
NWP 芊樺有紅筆、藍筆和鉛筆，芊樺有不同顏色的原子筆和鉛筆。 
NWP 魚缸裡有紅魚和黃魚，黃魚比紅魚多，黃魚比較多。 
NWP 公車上原來就有好幾位乘客, 到站後又有許多人上車, 現在公車上有很

多乘客。 
NWP 花園裡有紅花和黃花，紅花比黃花多，黃花比較少。 
NWP 書櫃中有名人傳記還有一些小百科，書櫃中共有一些書。 
NWP 彥傑收集好寶寶貼紙，收集滿就可以換筆記本，換筆記本需要收集好

寶寶貼紙。 
NWP 自動販賣機的上排和下排商品中, 上排的商品比下排多, 上排沒有商品

種類可以購買。 
NWP 大仁早餐喝了一杯咖啡又吃了一塊蛋糕，大仁的早餐只有喝咖啡並沒

有吃蛋糕。 
NWP 小真有幾顆糖果, 分給每個同學後, 還有剩下的糖果。小真的糖果比同

學人數少。 
NWP 小玲有玩偶，小玲的玩偶比小珍少，小珍沒有玩偶。 
NWP 冰箱裡有幾瓶葡萄汁和幾瓶蘋果汁。冰箱裡沒有果汁。 
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Appendix B 

Stimuli used in Study 2 and Study 3 

Table B1 

Compare word problems varied in consistency, operation, and problem size – Version A 

Consistency Operation Size Question 
Consistent Addition Small 教室外有 5 個垃圾桶，教室裡比教室外多 3 個，

請問教室裡有幾個垃圾桶？ 
Consistent Addition Small 書架上有新書 4 本，舊書比新書多 5 本，請問書

架上的舊書有幾本？ 
Consistent Addition Small 前院有 2 棵樹，後院的樹比前院多 3 顆，請問後

院有幾棵樹？ 
Consistent Addition Small 小明住 4 樓，阿姨家比小明家高 2 層樓，請問阿

姨住幾樓？ 
Consistent Addition Small 汽水罐裡有 2 顆彈珠，袋子裡比汽水罐裡多 7

顆，請問袋子裡有幾顆彈珠？ 
Consistent Addition Small 小芳昨天喝了 2 杯牛奶，今天比昨天多喝 5 杯，

請問小芳今天喝幾杯牛奶？ 
Consistent Addition Small 房間有 3 張椅子，客廳比房間多 4 張，請問客廳

有幾張椅子？ 
Consistent Addition Small 教室牆上掛有 3 幅畫，走廊的畫比教室裡多 6

幅，請問走廊掛了幾幅畫？ 
Consistent Addition Small 冰箱裡有 9 顆蘋果，鳳梨比蘋果多 2 顆，請問冰

箱裡有幾顆鳳梨？ 
Consistent Addition Small 冰箱上有 3 張便條紙，房門上比冰箱上多 2 張，

請問房門上有幾張便條紙？ 
Inconsistent Addition Small 可樂糖每顆 5 元，每顆可樂糖比巧克力便宜 4

元，請問巧克力每顆幾元？ 
Inconsistent Addition Small 甲班有 7 個女生，甲班比乙班的女生人數少 3

人，請問乙班有幾個女生？ 
Inconsistent Addition Small 哥哥有 8 元，哥哥比弟弟少 2 元，請問弟弟有多

少錢？ 
Inconsistent Addition Small 罐子裡有 7 顆糖，罐子裡的糖比桌上的少 2 顆，

請問桌上有幾顆糖？ 
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Inconsistent Addition Small 箱子裡有球拍 6 支，球拍比球少 4 個，請問箱子

裡有幾個球？ 
Inconsistent Addition Small 筆芯有 4 公分長，筆芯比橡皮擦短了 3 公分，請

問橡皮擦有幾公分？ 
Inconsistent Addition Small 小華有 6 顆球，小華比小欣少 3 顆球，請問小欣

有幾顆球？ 
Inconsistent Addition Small 花瓶裡有 8 朵紅花，紅花比白花少 3 朵，請問花

瓶裡有幾朵白花？ 
Inconsistent Addition Small 桌上有 5 個玩具，桌上的玩具比櫃子裡少 2 個，

請問櫃子裡的玩具有幾個？ 
Inconsistent Addition Small 曬衣場掛了 6 件上衣，上衣比褲子少 2 件，請問

曬衣場掛了幾件褲子？ 
Consistent Addition Large 盤子裡有 5 顆水餃，鍋子裡比盤子裡多 7 顆，請

問鍋子裡有幾顆水餃？ 
Consistent Addition Large 阿華家有 8 層樓，市政府比阿華家多 9 層樓，請

問市政府有幾層樓？ 
Consistent Addition Large 盒子裡有 5 支鉛筆，原子筆比鉛筆多 6 支，請問

盒子裡有幾支原子筆？ 
Consistent Addition Large 麻繩長 7 公尺，綿繩比麻繩多 4 公尺，請問棉繩

長幾公尺？ 
Consistent Addition Large 小正今年 8 歲，小治比小正多 6 歲，請問小治今

年幾歲？ 
Consistent Addition Large 教室有 6 個窗戶，校長室的窗戶比教室多 7 個，

請問校長室有幾個窗戶？ 
Consistent Addition Large 小珊有 4 隻棒棒糖，小達比小珊多 9 隻，請問小

達有幾隻棒棒糖？ 
Consistent Addition Large 冰箱上層有 7 罐養樂多，下層比上層多 8 罐，請

問冰箱下層有幾罐養樂多？ 
Consistent Addition Large 停車場有 7 輛車，路邊的車比停車場多 6 輛，請

問路邊有幾台車？ 
Consistent Addition Large 攤子上有 8 顆高麗菜，卡車上比攤子上多 5 顆，

請問卡車上有幾顆高麗菜？ 
Inconsistent Addition Large 籃子裡有 9 顆雞蛋，籃子裡比圍裙裡少 7 顆，請

問圍裙裡有幾顆雞蛋？ 
Inconsistent Addition Large 陸地上有 9 隻企鵝，陸地上比水裡少 6 隻，請問

水裡有幾隻企鵝？ 
Inconsistent Addition Large 草原上有 9 隻兔子，兔子比羚羊少 4 隻，請問草

原上有幾隻羚羊？ 
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Inconsistent Addition Large 湖上有 9 隻黑天鵝，黑天鵝比白天鵝少 3 隻，請

問湖上有幾隻白天鵝？ 
Inconsistent Addition Large 屋頂有 9 隻鴿子，屋頂的鴿子比籠子裡少 8 隻，

請問籠子裡有幾隻鴿子？ 
Inconsistent Addition Large 商店裡有 9 隻泰迪熊，商店裡比家裡少 5 隻，請

問家裡有幾隻泰迪熊？ 
Inconsistent Addition Large 火鍋裡有 7 朵香菇，火鍋裡比盤子裡少 5 朵，請

問盤子裡有幾朵香菇？ 
Inconsistent Addition Large 農場裡有 8 隻羊，農場裡的羊比山坡上的少 7

隻，請問山坡上有幾隻羊？ 
Inconsistent Addition Large 石頭上有 8 隻烏龜，石頭上比水裡少 4 隻，請問

水裡有幾隻烏龜？ 
Inconsistent Addition Large 水族館裡有 6 隻章魚，章魚比水母少 5 隻，請問

水族館裡有幾隻水母？ 
Consistent Subtraction Small 小智有 10 個精靈球，小霞比小智少 7 個，請問小

霞有幾個精靈球？ 
Consistent Subtraction Small 章魚哥有 10 個蟹堡，派大星比章魚哥少 8 個蟹

堡，請問派大星有幾個蟹堡？ 
Consistent Subtraction Small 奇奇有 9 個堅果，蒂蒂比奇奇少 3 個堅果，請問

蒂蒂有幾個堅果？ 
Consistent Subtraction Small 小夫有 9 個銅鑼燒，大雄比小夫少 2 個，請問大

雄有幾個銅鑼燒？ 
Consistent Subtraction Small 思思有 10 個瓜子，哈姆太郎比思思少 2 個，請問

哈姆太郎有幾個瓜子？ 
Consistent Subtraction Small 步美抓了 8 個犯人，元太比步美少抓了 5 個犯

人，請問元太抓了幾個犯人？ 
Consistent Subtraction Small 凱文有 11 根香蕉，史都華比凱文少 3 根，請問史

都華有幾根香蕉？ 
Consistent Subtraction Small 森林裡有 7 隻老虎，森林外比森林裡少 4 隻，請

問森林外有幾隻老虎？ 
Consistent Subtraction Small 家裡有 11 隻黑貓，花貓比黑貓少 2 隻，請問家裡

有幾隻花貓？ 
Consistent Subtraction Small 樹上有 11 隻松鼠，樹下的松鼠比樹上少 9 隻，請

問樹下有幾隻松鼠？ 
Inconsistent Subtraction Small 學校有 9 個老師，學校的老師比補習班多 5 個，

請問補習班有幾個老師？ 
Inconsistent Subtraction Small 小新有 9 個餅乾，小新的餅乾比風間多 7 個，請

問風間有幾個餅乾？ 
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Inconsistent Subtraction Small 佩佩吃了 7 片蛋糕，佩佩比蘇西多吃了 5 片蛋

糕，請問蘇西吃了幾片蛋糕？ 
Inconsistent Subtraction Small 小瑛有 8 張卡片，小瑛比小狼多了 2 張卡片，請

問小狼有幾張卡片？ 
Inconsistent Subtraction Small 波力有 9 台車，波力比安保多了 4 台車，請問安

保有幾台車？ 
Inconsistent Subtraction Small 公主有 10 顆蘋果，公主比巫婆多 4 顆蘋果，請問

巫婆有幾顆蘋果？ 
Inconsistent Subtraction Small 巧虎有 7 支棒棒糖，巧虎比小花多 2 支棒棒糖，

請問小花有幾支棒棒糖？ 
Inconsistent Subtraction Small 湖上有 9 艘船，湖上的船比湖邊多 6 搜，請問湖

邊有幾艘船？ 
Inconsistent Subtraction Small 湯瑪士號有 8 節車廂，湯瑪士號比亨利號多 6

節，請問亨利號有幾節車廂？ 
Inconsistent Subtraction Small 花花抓了 5 個壞人，花花抓的壞人比毛毛多 2

個，請問毛毛抓了幾個壞人？ 
Consistent Subtraction Large 櫻木投了 15 顆球，流川比櫻木少投了 8 顆球，請

問流川投了幾顆球？ 
Consistent Subtraction Large 小益解了 15 題數學，安安比小益少解了 9 題，請

問安安解了幾題數學？ 
Consistent Subtraction Large 小雲跑了 13 圈操場，婷婷比小雲少跑了 7 圈，請

問婷婷跑了幾圈操場？ 
Consistent Subtraction Large 原子筆每隻 13 元，鉛筆比原子筆便宜 6 元，請問

鉛筆一隻多少錢？ 
Consistent Subtraction Large 團團吃了 14 根竹子，元元比團團少吃 8 根，請問

元元吃了幾根竹子？ 
Consistent Subtraction Large 小如有 13 顆南瓜，小信比小如少 4 顆，請問小信

有幾顆南瓜？ 
Consistent Subtraction Large 維尼吃了 16 罐蜂蜜，小豬比維尼少吃 9 罐，請問

小豬吃了幾罐蜂蜜？ 
Consistent Subtraction Large 小泰家養了 12 隻狗，學校的狗比小泰家少 5 隻，

請問學校有幾隻狗？ 
Consistent Subtraction Large 巴士裡坐了 16 人，公車裡的人比巴士少 7 人，請

問公車裡有幾人？ 
Consistent Subtraction Large 路邊有 17 盞燈，公園裡的燈比路邊少 9 盞，請問

公園裡有幾盞燈？ 
Inconsistent Subtraction Large 吳剛吃了 13 個月餅，吳鋼比嫦娥多吃了 9 個月

餅，請問嫦娥吃了幾個月餅？ 
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Inconsistent Subtraction Large 媽媽過年發了 14 個紅包，媽媽比爸爸多發了 6
個，請問爸爸發了幾個紅包？ 

Inconsistent Subtraction Large 兔子吃了 12 根蘿蔔，兔子比老鼠多吃了 7 根，請

問老鼠吃了幾根蘿蔔？ 
Inconsistent Subtraction Large 鍋子裡有 12 顆湯圓，鍋子裡的湯圓比碗裡多 8

顆，請問碗裡有幾顆湯圓？ 
Inconsistent Subtraction Large 小星吹了 13 根蠟燭，小星比小雯多吹了 8 根，請

問小雯吹了幾根蠟燭？ 
Inconsistent Subtraction Large 外婆包了 15 顆粽子，外婆比阿姨多包了 6 顆，請

問阿姨包了幾顆粽子？ 
Inconsistent Subtraction Large 車棚停了 12 台機車，機車比汽車多 3 台，請問車

棚停了幾台汽車？ 
Inconsistent Subtraction Large 甲桌客人點了 14 碗麵，甲桌比乙桌多點了 5 碗，

請問乙桌客人點了幾碗麵？ 
Inconsistent Subtraction Large 電線杆上有 13 隻麻雀，電線杆上比屋頂多 5 隻，

請問屋頂上有幾隻麻雀？ 
Inconsistent Subtraction Large 彭彭跑了 11 公里，彭彭比丁滿多跑了 4 公里，請

問丁滿跑了幾公里？ 

 

Table B2 

Compare word problems varied in consistency, operation, and problem size – Version B 

Consistency Operation Size Question 
Consistent Addition Small 櫃子裡有 3 片檸檬派，蘋果派比檸檬派多 4 片，

請問櫃子裡有幾片蘋果派？ 
Consistent Addition Small 圖畫紙每張 2 元，水彩紙比圖畫紙貴 9 元，請問

每張水彩紙多少元？ 
Consistent Addition Small 箱子裡有蘋果 3 顆，橘子比蘋果多 8 顆，請問箱

子裡有橘子幾顆？ 
Consistent Addition Small 餐包每個 7 元，紅豆麵包比餐包貴 3 元，請問每

個紅豆麵包賣幾元？ 
Consistent Addition Small 辦公室有 2 台電腦，教室比辦公室多 6 台，請問

教室有幾台電腦？ 
Consistent Addition Small 小雨昨晚睡了 4 小時，可美比小雨多睡了 5 小

時，請問可美昨晚睡幾小時？ 
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Consistent Addition Small 架子上有 6 頂帽子，倉庫裡比架子上多 4 頂，請

問倉庫裡有幾頂帽子？ 
Consistent Addition Small 綠豆每包重 4 公斤，麵粉比綠豆重 3 公斤，請問

每包麵粉重幾公斤？ 
Consistent Addition Small 花生糖每顆 2 元，巧克力比花生糖貴 7 元，請問

每顆巧克力多少錢？ 
Consistent Addition Small 桌上有 8 罐調味料，櫃子裡比桌上多 3 罐，請問

櫃子裡有幾罐調味料？ 
Inconsistent Addition Small 橋上有 6 隻石獅子，橋上比河邊少了 2 隻石獅

子，請問河邊有幾隻石獅子？ 
Inconsistent Addition Small 水果店有 3 箱柳丁，柳丁比鳳梨少 2 箱，請問水

果店有幾箱鳳梨？ 
Inconsistent Addition Small 小文買了 5 支筆，小文比小君少買了 4 支，請問

小君買了幾支筆？ 
Inconsistent Addition Small 賣場有 4 台遊戲機，賣場比遊樂場少 6 台，請問

遊樂場有幾台遊戲機？ 
Inconsistent Addition Small 花店裡有 4 朵白花，白花比紅花少 2 朵，請問花

店裡有幾朵紅花？ 
Inconsistent Addition Small 翠絲養了 8 匹馬，翠斯比胡迪少養了 2 匹，請問

胡迪養了幾匹嗎？ 
Inconsistent Addition Small 冰箱裡有養樂多 5 罐，養樂多比可樂少了 3 罐，

請問冰箱裡有幾罐可樂？ 
Inconsistent Addition Small 哥哥有 6 台玩具車，哥哥比弟弟少 3 台，請問弟

弟有幾台玩具車？ 
Inconsistent Addition Small 櫃檯上有茶杯 9 個，茶杯比點心少 2 個，請問櫃

檯上有幾個點心？ 
Inconsistent Addition Small 籠子裡有 5 隻白鼠，白鼠比花鼠少 2 隻，請問籠

子裡有幾隻花鼠？ 
Consistent Addition Large 小美有 5 張貼紙，小亞比小美多 9 張，請問小亞

有幾張貼紙？ 
Consistent Addition Large 公園有 8 台飲水機，學校的飲水機比公園多 6

台，請問學校有幾台飲水機？ 
Consistent Addition Large 魚缸裡有 7 隻蝌蚪，池塘裡比魚缸裡多 9 隻，請

問池塘裡有幾隻蝌蚪？ 
Consistent Addition Large 媽媽上午烤 6 個蛋糕，下午比上午多烤 5 個，請

問媽媽下午烤了幾個蛋糕？ 
Consistent Addition Large 阿傑抓了 6 隻小強，阿肥比阿傑多抓了 8 隻小

強，請問阿肥抓了幾隻小強？ 
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Consistent Addition Large 小花有 5 顆扭蛋，阿太比小花多 8 顆扭蛋，請問

阿太有幾顆扭蛋？ 
Consistent Addition Large 餐桌上有 7 杯紅茶，奶茶比紅茶多 5 杯，請問餐

桌上有幾杯奶茶？ 
Consistent Addition Large 盤子裡有 3 片餅乾，仙貝比餅乾多 9 片，請問盤

子裡有幾片仙貝？ 
Consistent Addition Large 雞舍裡有公雞 4 隻，母雞比公雞多 9 隻，請問雞

舍裡有幾隻母雞？ 
Consistent Addition Large 小吃店 8 點開門，麵店比小吃店晚 4 個小時開

門，請問麵店每天幾點開門？ 
Inconsistent Addition Large 佳佳昨天買 9 包糖果，昨天比今天少買 8 包，請

問佳佳今天買幾包糖果？ 
Inconsistent Addition Large 水餃每顆 9 元，水餃比鍋貼便宜 7 元，請問鍋貼

每顆幾元？ 
Inconsistent Addition Large 電鍋裡有 9 個包子，電鍋裡比桌上少了 3 個包

子，請問桌上有幾個包子？ 
Inconsistent Addition Large 長尺每個 9 元，長尺比筆記本少 5 元，請問筆記

本每本多少元？ 
Inconsistent Addition Large 棒球場有 7 個出口，棒球場比足球場少 4 個出

口，請問足球場有幾個出口？ 
Inconsistent Addition Large 小凱在比賽中得 8 分，小凱比對手少得了 7 分，

請問對手得了幾分？ 
Inconsistent Addition Large 衣櫃裡有 7 件洋裝，洋裝比毛衣少 6 件，請問衣

櫃裡有幾件毛衣？ 
Inconsistent Addition Large 黃色緞帶有 9 公尺，黃色比藍色緞帶短 6 公尺，

請問藍色緞帶有幾公尺？ 
Inconsistent Addition Large 小潔上了 8 小時英文，小潔比小芬少上 5 小時，

請問小芬上了幾小時英文？ 
Inconsistent Addition Large 教務處在 9 樓，教務處比教師室少 4 層樓，請問

教師室位在幾樓？ 
Consistent Subtraction Small 地鐵棕線有 11 個站，綠線比棕線少 2 個站，請問

地鐵綠線有幾個站？ 
Consistent Subtraction Small 超商今天賣出 11 盒草莓，昨天比今天少賣 9 盒，

請問超商昨天賣幾盒草莓？ 
Consistent Subtraction Small 白花有 9 片花瓣，黃花比白花少 5 片花瓣，請問

黃花有幾片花瓣？ 
Consistent Subtraction Small 小蘭跑了 9 圈操場，小原比小蘭少跑了 7 圈操

場，請問小原跑了幾圈操場？ 
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Consistent Subtraction Small 浩浩吃了 7 個雞塊，敏敏比浩浩少吃了 5 個雞

塊，請問敏敏吃了幾個雞塊？ 
Consistent Subtraction Small 動物園養了 8 隻猴子，河馬比猴子少 2 隻，請問

動物園養了幾隻河馬？ 
Consistent Subtraction Small 小鎮有 9 間商店，加油站比商店少 4 間，請問小

鎮有幾間加油站？ 
Consistent Subtraction Small 船上有 10 個救生圈，岸邊比船上少 4 個救生圈，

請問岸邊有幾個救生圈？ 
Consistent Subtraction Small 樹上有 7 隻烏鴉，鴿子比烏鴉少 2 隻，請問樹上

有幾隻鴿子？ 
Consistent Subtraction Small 艾莎有 9 副手套，安娜比艾莎少 6 副手套，請問

安娜有幾副手套？ 
Inconsistent Subtraction Small 老皮有 8 個泡泡球，老皮比阿寶多 6 個泡泡球，

請問阿寶有幾個泡泡球？ 
Inconsistent Subtraction Small 小月有 5 個松果，小月比小米多 2 個松果，請問

小米有幾個松果？ 
Inconsistent Subtraction Small 客廳有 5 個花瓶，客廳比房間多 3 個花瓶，請問

房間有幾個花瓶？ 
Inconsistent Subtraction Small 瑪力修了 7 根水管，瑪力比路奇多修了 3 根，請

問路奇修了幾根水管？ 
Inconsistent Subtraction Small 大野踢進了 11 顆足球，大野比衫山多踢進 8 顆，

請問衫山踢進了幾顆足球？ 
Inconsistent Subtraction Small 車上有 8 個背包，背包比行李箱多 3 個，請問車

上有幾個行李箱？ 
Inconsistent Subtraction Small 會議室有 10 個座位，會議室比接待室多 3 個座

位，請問接待室有幾個座位？ 
Inconsistent Subtraction Small 校門口有 6 個佈告欄，校門口比走廊多了 2 個，

請問走廊有幾個佈告欄？ 
Inconsistent Subtraction Small 水池下有 10 個硬幣，硬幣比石頭多 6 個，請問水

池下有幾個石頭？ 
Inconsistent Subtraction Small 教室旁有 6 座鞦韆，鞦韆比溜滑梯多 4 座，請問

教室旁有幾座溜滑梯？ 
Consistent Subtraction Large 烤肉架上有 16 個豆干，熱狗比豆干少 7 個，請問

烤肉架上有幾個熱狗？ 
Consistent Subtraction Large 小華有 17 個機器人，恐龍比機器人少 9 個，請問

小華有幾個恐龍？ 
Consistent Subtraction Large 膠水每罐 13 元，迴紋針每盒比膠水便宜 9 元，請

問迴紋針每盒幾元？ 
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Consistent Subtraction Large 園遊會賣 14 種飲料，小吃比飲料少 6 種，請問園

遊會賣幾樣小吃？ 
Consistent Subtraction Large 小虎加了 12 公升汽油，小華比小虎少加 7 公升，

請問小華加了幾公升汽油？ 
Consistent Subtraction Large 船上有 12 隻魚，漁網裡的魚比船上少 8 隻，請問

漁網裡有幾隻魚？ 
Consistent Subtraction Large 雲霄飛車有 13 節車廂，小火車比雲霄飛車少 8

節，請問小火車有幾節車廂？ 
Consistent Subtraction Large 媽媽做了 15 個布丁，蛋塔比布丁少 6 個，請問媽

媽做了幾個蛋塔？ 
Consistent Subtraction Large 外島的氣溫是 12 度，本島的氣溫比外島低 3 度，

請問本島氣溫幾度？ 
Consistent Subtraction Large 校門口停了 14 台汽車，機車比汽車少 5 台，請問

校門口有幾台機車？ 
Inconsistent Subtraction Large 合作社賣 13 種洋芋片，洋芋片比飲料多 5 種，請

問合作社賣幾種飲料？ 
Inconsistent Subtraction Large 茶農今年收成 11 斤茶，今年比去年多收成 4 斤，

請問茶農去年收成幾斤？ 
Inconsistent Subtraction Large 老師桌上有 11 本作業，老師桌上比講台上多 5

本，請問講台上有幾本作業？ 
Inconsistent Subtraction Large 玻璃罐容量 12 公升，玻璃罐比鐵水瓶多 4 公升，

請問鐵水瓶容量幾公升？ 
Inconsistent Subtraction Large 漢堡重量為 17 克，漢堡比三明治重 8 克，請問三

明治的重量為幾克？ 
Inconsistent Subtraction Large 小傑這個月 12 號生日，小傑生日比小妮晚 9 天，

請問小妮生日是幾號？ 
Inconsistent Subtraction Large 升旗台的階梯有 14 階，升旗台比講台多 9 階，請

問講台的階梯有幾階？ 
Inconsistent Subtraction Large 餐廳有 11 個停車位，餐廳比公有的車位多 6 個，

請問公有車位有幾個？ 
Inconsistent Subtraction Large 農場有 15 隻小雞，小雞比小鴨多 7 隻，請問農場

有幾隻小鴨？ 
Inconsistent Subtraction Large 阿姨住 11 樓，阿姨住的樓層比爺爺多 7 層，請問

爺爺住幾樓？ 
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